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The Commonwealth of Dominica, located in the Eastern Caribbean, has become
With the advent of becoming a
known as the "Nature Island of the Caribbean".
signatory to a growing number of international environmental treaties, Dominica is faced
with great responsibility in its effort to implement each of the goals of these treaties
nationally. Therefore, how is a small island developing state, such as Dominica, able to
implernent the multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs) to which it becomes a
signatory?
The purpose of my research was to examine the activities of the Govemment of
Dominica's newly established Environmental Coordinating Unit of the Ministry of
Agriculture and the Environment to implement the multilateral environmental agreements
(MEA). The first objective involved analyzing how Dominica attempts to fiilfiIl the
mandates of becoming a signatory to the growing number of multilateral environmental
agreements. In particular, three MEA case studies were selected: 1) Climate Change, 2)
Ozone Depletion, and 3) Biodiversity Conservation. My research involved perfonning
work with Dominica's Environmental Unit in order to meet the mandates of each of these
international treaties.
The second objective of my research entailed juxtaposing the experiences,
opportunities and impacts fiom the three seemingly disparate MEA case studies, and
providing cornmentary upon improved MEA implementation fiom a sustainable
development perspective in Dominica, and more generally in other less developed
nations. As a small island developing state, Dominica along with other less developed
countries is effected by a number of global environmental problems that are caused
primarily by more developed nations in the North. International environmental treaties
have to address the issue of North-South relationship with regard to weighted
responsibility and accountability.
My research clearly indicated the need for an improved mechanism for
negotiating MEAs in order to better reflect the economic, environmental and social
responsibilities between nations of the North and South, especially with respect to small
Dorninica necds to coordinate with other small island
island developing states.
developing states of the Caribbean Community in order to better express its interest in (1)
negotiating and (2) implementing intemationai environmental treaiies.
In addition,
Dominica requires a comprehensive sustainable development plan that revolves around
This sustainable
the notion of remaining the 'Nature Island of the Caribbean".
development plan would bridge the gap between the ''vision" of Dominica as a pristine
paradise and the harsh social, economic and environmental realities.
In conclusion, multilaterai environmental agreements present a tremendous
opportunity for Dominica to become involved in combating environmental problems
locally, natiodly, regionally and globally. In order to glean ail of the benefits offered
under MEAs, however, Dominica must first develop a mechanism to implement MEAs in
a more efficient and effective manner.
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Chapter One
Introduction
1.1 Bacbround
The sustainability of environmental management practices has increasingly become
a very serious consideration throughout al1 corners of the globe.

"Sustainability" is a

theoretical concept, which entails meeting the social, economic and environmental
requirernents of the inhabitants of a country.
forefront of "International Development'!

This particular area has corne to the
However, there has been difficulty with

implementing sustainability into practical international developrnent efforts.

Over time,

international development and sustainability have jointly evolved to become so closely
related and interdependent that a syrnbiotic relationship has been fostered, in which they
are rnutually beneficial to one another. international development is an essential tool that
must be utilized to achieve the sustainability of the world's populations and environments.
Conversely, sustainability is an evolving process which must be established if international
development is to occur successfiiiiy.
Since the Brundtland Commission in 1987, and its report Our Common Firture, we
have entered a new age where the mandate is to work towards "Sustainable
Development ". As such, "InternationalDevelopment" and "Sustainability" have become
integrated into one common objective.

As defined, sustainable developrnent must focus

upon meeting the needs of the present without sacrificing the abiiity of tùture generations
to meet their own needs.
The United Nations Conference on Environment and Developrnent (UNCED),
hosted in Rio de Janeiro in 1992, was the largest ever meeting of world leaders.
Representatives from each of the 179 countries present attempted to work together to
devise a plan on how to make the fiiture development of the world socialiy, economically
and environmentaiiy sustainable (Anderson, 1999).

Agenda 21 is the document that was generated fiom the Earth Summit, that details
the sustainable path into the 21* Century.

The premise of Agenda 21 is that population

growth, consumption and technology are the core agents behind environmentai change
and the quest for sustainable development.

Agenda 21 provides alternatives for

combating degradation of land, air and water, while conserving forests and biological
diversity.

Issues of poverty, excessive consumption, health, education, urbanization and

farming are ail addressed.

The scope of Agenda 21 is obviously very broad in order to

encompass ail areas of sustainable development @SD, 2000).
International multilateral environmental treaties such as the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Convention on Biological Diversity
were generated through the Agenda 21 proceedings, and are of particular interest to my
thesis. Al1 sectors of society fiom governments, business people, trade unions, scientists,
teachers, indigenous people, women, youth and children are called upon to assist ir! these
areas.

With the adoption of Agenda 21, more developed countries recognized their

responsibility to rectiS, environmental problems as they are the primary polluters.

Les

developed countries will also receive resource support to aid them in minimizing their
detrimental environmentai impacts (Roodman, 1999).
In areas such as the Eastern Caribbean, working towards sustainable development
is especially important, as there is such a strong reiiance upon their fragile natural
environments. Therefore, sustainable environmental management practices have evoived
to be amongst the new initiatives being taken in the islands of the Lesser Antilles.

In

particular, the island of Dominica is fâced with the arduous task of meeting the
international mandates for a growing number of international multilateral environmentai
agreements which are currently being addressed and challengexi by the global community.
Amongst these issues are global c b t e change, with respect to sea level rise, depletion of
the ozone layer, and the protection and conservation of biological diversity.
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1.1.1 State of the En vironment in the Eastern Caribbean

One of the greatest threats to sustainable economic growth in the Eastern
Caribbean is the ever-increasing degradation of the region's natural ecosystems.
Agriculture, forestry, fishing and tourism have traditionally been the primary incomegenerating activities, which the Caribbean countries rely upon to maintain their econornic
viability.

However, the natural resources base that supports these activities has been

subject to gross over-exploitation, mis-use and mis-management, and very little bas bean
performed to protect the limited resource base (Howeli, 1992).
As a direct result, there has been a concurrent deterioration in the quality of Me for

Caribbean people.

This problem has only been fiirther compounded as it has been

accompanied by a steady popuIation increase, and al1 indications suggest this trend is likely
to worsen before any improvements are achieved.

Increased knowledge and a better

understanding of the region's unique environmental problems will be necessary to help
reverse this unfortunate trend.

The fragiie resource base upon which the Caribbean

people rely must be protected and carefiilly developed in a sustainable manner to prevent
any iürther detnmentai impacts (HoweU, 1992).

In the s p ~ of
g 1991, an attempt was made to establish a senes of "Country
Environmental Profiles" were established for each of the six Eastern Caribbean countries:
Antigua and Barbuda, Grenada, Dominica, St, Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia and St. Vincent
and the Grenadines.

The Caribbean Conservation Association (CCA) compiled the

pertinent environmental information, with fiinding fiom the United States Agency for
International Development (üSAiD), and with technical assistance fiom the Island
Resources Foundation (IRF).

Each of these Environmental Profiles describes the

environmental and conservation issues that represent the most serious threats to
sustainable development and conservation of the iimited naturai resources base (CC4
1991).

In response to the aforementioned Environmental Protiles, a more wncerted effort
is now being made both locaiiy and globally (in the form of implementing international

treaties) in order to help rernedy the environmental managernent problems in the Eastern
Carihhean.

Key envirnnmental prohlems. cnnstraints and p l i c y directions are now hein?

properly addressed by a growing number of environmental management projects
thrnughout the region.

Environmentaliy sound development planning is k i n g util9ed ro

work towards the various managernent goals, both m the short and long-term (CCA

Figure 1: Map of the Caribbean
Source: fCatihhean-cln-line site, 211NI)

1.1.2 S&te of the Environment and Economy in Dominicu
The country of Daminica is the mnst northeriy and largest of the Eastern

Caribbean's Wiidward Islands (Figure 1).

Located between Guadeloupe to the north and

Martinique to the wuth, Dominica is roughiy in the middle o f the 1.esser Antilles: a chain

of Caribbean islands that descends in a graceftl arc fiom the Vugin Islands in the north to
Trinidad in the south (CC4 1991).
Biophysical Environment

Dominka masures 47 kilometers long and 22 kilometers wide, wvering 751
square kilometers (Menhinick, 1989). The island's topography is characterized by a very
rugged and steep terrain.

Mountainous landscapes, extending above 1500 meters

elevation, exist over much of the area. The cone of Morne Dialotin (1730 m) dominates
the northern half of the island, dong with Morne Au Diable on the northern peninsula.
In the south of the island, a chah of mountains extends to the coast, including Morne

Trois Pitons (1424 m), Morne Micotrin, Morne Plat Pays and Morne Anglais. The peaks
of al1 of the above mountains are within seven km of the sea, which contributes to the
island's high relief.

This has an important influence on climate, on land use and on the

generd physicd development of the island (CC4 1991).
Flatter areas are restricted primady to the river valleys, the coastal areas of the
north-east, and an area in the centre of the island referred to as "Bell's Wet Area". The
main river valleys are also located in the centre of the island. These include the Layou
(Dorninica's largest river) and Roseau Valleys on the leeward side of the island, and the
Clyde, Pagua, Castle Bruce and Rosalie River Valleys on the windward side (CC4 1991).
The great number of rivers, 365, serves as another distinguishing feature of this unique

island (Menhinick, 1989).
Most of the flat and moderately sloped land occurs dong the coasts, and thus most
urban and agricultural development has occurred in these sarne areas.

Approximately

90% of the population live dong the coast, primady (70%) on the leeward side (West

Coast).

The leeward side offers greater protection fiom the wind and other climatic

extremes, as well as providing relatively calm seas suited to fishing and navigation.
Consequently, the country's two main centres (the capital city of Roseau and the town of
Portsmouth), as well as al1 port facilities, are located dong the leeward coast (CCA,
1991).

Multiiaterai Environmentd Agreements in the wntcrt of Susrmndle Dcvriopment for the
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fhrther devalue banana prices, d t i n g in a dramatic reduction in banana prices and
export volumes (Douglas, 2000).
Additional global trends have serveci to tùrther threaten and weaken the Dominican
economy. The reduction in the Common Extemal Tariff has meant that the country now
faces increased cornpetitive pressure as the rate of trade liberalization fiirther increases.
A worldwide recession decreased aid flows to Dominica throughout the 1990s at a time

when the prevailing adverse c h t i c conditions (severe tropical storms and humcanes)
detrimentdy affected the economic performance of the country O C ,1997).
In 1995, the Govemrnent of the Commonwealth of Dorninica (GOCD) conducted
a National Poverty Assessrnent that reweaied one in three persons may be living below the
poverty line.

The lowest standard of living was concentrated in nird areas where

unemployment rose sharply due to the decline in the banana industry. In February 1998,
the unernployment rate was estimated at 23.1% (GOCD,1997).

Since this time, the

unemployment rate has presumably increased due to the continued decline in the island's
banana industry.

The current rate is believed to be above 50% (The Sun, 1999), and as

high as 60% amongst the nation's young people (Douglas, 2000). Considering that 60%

of the total population in the Caribbean is below 30 years of age (Douglas, 2000),
unemployment is a major socio-economic issue (NDC,1997).
Conversely, the tourism sector in Dominica has perfonned strongly throughout the
1990s, and recorded a 7.9% growth rate fiom 1991 to 1996. Econornic expansion in this
area has been essential to help counter numerous other areas of the economy that are not
fanng nearly as well.

The Governent has been stressing the importance of economic

diversification, and many have responded by entering the tourism sector.

Consequently,

tourism has been transformed into the fastest growing sector in the economy with three
distinct markets in existence - eco-tourism, the mass market and m i s e ship tourists.
Even relative to the rest of the Caribbean, Dominica's tourism sector has been very
successfiil of late.

Betweeri 1988 and 1996, the annual growth in visitors was 10.60%.

cornparhg favourabty to Belize (8.40°?), Grcnada (8.30%)' Guyana (5.20%) and
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St. Vincent and the Grenadines (2.20%).

Fuither increases are expected in this lucrative

sector as the Govenunent is planning to construct a new, international airport that would
allow much more air t r a c and vistors ont0 the island.

Expansion in the hotel industry

would dso serve as an economic spin-off O C , 1997).

The prospects for the tiiture of tounsm look very bright for the island of Dominica.
Eco-tourism is rapidly expanding globally and Dominica is a prime location with its
mountainous topography and largely undisturbed forest landscape.
Nature Island of the Caribbecm".

Truly, it is "The

Sixty five percent of the island rernains covered by

forest and the largest rain forest in the Lesser Antilles can also be found in Dominica.
Not surprisingly, the World Travel and Tour Council (1998) designated Doniinica as a

Green Globe Destination.

1.1.3. Multilateral Environmental Agreements in the Coribbean
The United Nations Global Conference on the Sustainable Development of Small
Island Developing States (GCSIDS),held in Barbados fiom April 25 to May 6 1994,

affirmed Agenda 21 of the Rio Dedaration and adopted the Small Island Developing
States Programme of Action (SIDS-POA).

As a result, Caribbean signatories to the

GCSIDS agreements accepted that sustainable management of environmental resources

required acceptance of relevant international treaties in the field of the environment, in
addition to the concurrent development of effective legal, institutional and regdatory
h e w o r k s (Anderson, 1999).

The record of Caribbean participation in multilateral environmental agreements
(MEAs) has improved significantly over recent years.

A number of factors have dnven

this change, including:

Caribbean interface with the global environmental institutions (UNEP, 1999);
Demands of international bancial and donor institutions and states (UNDP,1998);
Emergence of local environmental actors and interests (CC4 1991); and
Political willingness (GOCD, 1999).
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However, much of the Caribbean is still struggling to meet the mandates of the
increasing number of MEAs cwrently being adrninistered in tbe region.

In many cases,

implementation of the MEAs has presented difficulties, which are now in need of remedy.
As a sovereign state, Dominica is a signatory to a growing number of these

international treaties and agreements.

Meeting the mandates of these treaties is a

chaiienging task for institutions charged with cornpliance in Dominica and other smail
island developing States.

These institutions often require various forms of support and

resources to assist them in meeting the country's commitments under the treaty.

1.1.4 Multilateral En vironmental Agreements in Dominica
With the recent establishment of the Environmental Coordinathg Unit in 1998
(Williams, 1999), the Govenunent of Dorninica has been able to improve its methods of
implementing national programs to fiiffiil the mandates of MEAs.

By 2000, Dominica

had ratified eight MEAS:
1. United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
2. Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer (VCPOL)
3. Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)
4. Cartagena Convention for the Protection and Development of the Marine Environment

of the Wider Caribbean Region
5 . United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
6. United Nations Convention to Combat Desenification (UNCCD)

7. Convention on International T d e of Endangered Species (CITES)
8. Special Protected Areas and Wiidlife Protocol

Of the eight above-mentioned MEAs, 1wiil be discussing the W C C , the VCPOL

and the CBD respectively as case studies for my thesis.

As a small island developing state, Dominica has a great d
d of diiculty in
implementing and meeting al1 of the mandates of the above agreements.

Improved

methods and approaches to implementation are being discussed, examinai and attempted

as Dominica struggles to fuW its international environmental obligations.

1.2 Issue Statement
The Commonwealth of Dominica is faced with the daunting task of administering an
increasing number of multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs), as an integral part of
efforts being made to move towards a sustainable development hture.

These MEAs fail

within the mandate of the newly established Environmentai Coordinating Unit.

Amongst

these international agreements are:
1. United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC);

2. Viema Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer (VCPOL); and
3. Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD).

The recurrent theme amongst this diverse array of global environmental management
issues is the need for all development to occur in a caretiilly planned and mandated
fashion.

This can be achieved by utilking a standard procedure when attempting to

develop environmental management approaches for each of the issues.

However, many

constraints, obstructions and limitations exist when small island developing States (SiDS)
are faced with such complex international problems.

Thus, sustainable development

must serve as both the ends and the means for any environmental activities.
Despite the enormity of the issues facing the small nation of Dominica, there is
certainly reason for optirnism.

There is a strong network of international fiinding

agencies that assist developing nations, such as Dominica, with the funding and resources
necessary for addressing such monumental issues.

In this regard, both the Canadian

International Development Agency (CIDA) and the Organization for the Cooperation in
Overseas Development (OCOD) have intervened with assistance for the Environmental
Coordinating Unit (ECU), which is severely understafFtxi and desperately in need of
assistance. My work, and that of ML Martin Muilan, has been of great assistance to the
ECU in being able to properiy administer each of its projects.
Fundamentaüy, the broad purpose of the intemship and project was to assist the
ECU in achieving each of its project objectives. Although this remains the primary issue
to be addressed, the general w e m e and standard of living of the Dominican people are
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highiy reliant upon the delicate state of the island's natural environment.

The precarious

baiance between the environment, economy and social well-being must be propedy
acknowledged for sustainable development to ultimtely be achieved.

Although many

of the ECU's projacts are of a regional or international scale, their repercussions will
greatly affect the sustainable devebpment of Dorninica.
As a small island developing m e , Dominica has a great deal at stake upon becoming a

signatory to an international environmental treaty.
attempting to maximize ben&&

from the treaty.

Dominica m m protect its interests while

socially, politicdy, econornicaliy and environmentally denved

Great debate exists d e n international environmental treaties are being

negotiated regarding areas of relative cause-effect relationships, weighted responsibilities and

respective obligations.

Some global environmental problems, such as dimate change or

ozone depletion, create a divide between nations of the South and nations of the North.

This

North-South divide relating to the negobation of MEAs is explored under this project's second
objective as it relates to Dominica's sustainable development.

1.3 Obiectives
Project Goal
The primary goal of this project is to explore the manner in which the
Commonwealth of Dominica atternpts to meet the mandates of multilateral environmental
agreements in an effort to progress towards achieving sustainable development.

Essentially, this project has two core objectives.

One involves the general process

employed for the hplementation of multilaterd environmental agreements (MEAs) in

small island developing States (SIDS), and in partiwlar the Commonwealth of Dominica.

To help illustrate this objective, three case studies are utilized. The first addresses the
United Nations Frarnework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC); the second deals
with the findings tiom the Vienna Convention fer the Protection of the Ozone Layer

(VCPOL);and the third involves the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD). The
second primary objective involves creating recomrnendations for improved implementation
of MEAs in Dorninica fiom a sustainable dwelopment perspective.
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First Objective:

r

Case Study #I:

Case Study #2:

to analyze, with the use of three case studies, how Dominica
attempts to tÙEU the mandates of the growing number of
multilateral environmental agreements with which it is faced
compiling an inventory of coastal resources and use for the
Caribbean: Planning for Adaptations to Global Climate Change
(CPACC)Project
working towards the phase out of Ozone Depleting Substances

(ODS)in order to meet the mandates of the Montreal Protocol
Case Study #3:

Second Objective:

creating a National Biodiversity Strategy, Action Plan and First
Report to the Convention on Biological Diversity
to evaluate the experiences from the three case studies from a
sustainable development perspective for the process of
implementation of multilateral environmental agreements in
Dominica and other dweloping nations

The above stated objectives are in respect to the Commonwealth of Dominica,
located in the Lesser Antiles of the Eastern Carihbean.

However, many of the same

constraints, obstacles and impediments to sustainable development can be found especially
in other small island developing States (SDS), as weO as numerous less developed nations
and even some more developed countries.

1.4 Studv Aa~roach
1.4.1 Development Processfor th& T h a h

1 began my Master's of Natural Resource Management (M.N.RM) with the
Natural Resources Institute (N.RI) at the University of Manitoba in September 1998.
My intent was to complete my course requirements by Apnl 1999, and develop an
international thesis project in areas of tcology, biodiversity conservation and global
environmental management.

Appendix 1 displays a tirneline charting the events
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chronologically throughout the process of developrnent and eventual completion of rny
thesis
~ h first,
e and perhaps most important, event that allowed this project to corne to
fiuition was my being selected as an Organization for Cooperation in Overseas
Development (OCOD) International Youth intemship recipient in May 1999.
awarded a six-month internship position in the Commonwealth of Dominica.

1 was

My role

was to serve as an environmental officer dong with another OCOD Youth Intern, Mr. D.

Martin MuIlan.

A brief project description was provided and deait in large part with

biodiveristy conservation and wildlife management.

Consequently, 1 prepared rny

Master's thesis proposai for the Natural Resources institute

to be built around this

topic for my internship position.
However, upon rny arrivai in Dorninica in August 1999, it became apparent that
there was a lack of communication between OCOD (sending agency) and representatives
of the Government of Dominica (host agency).

The project description which had been

provided to me by OCOD was no longer a priority rnatter of the Govemment, nor was it

an area in which they were prepared to dedicate resources. It was at this time that 1 met
with the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Agriculture and the Environment, Mr.
Eliud T. Williams.

He was wonderfiilly accommodating as we discussed interests,

ongoing projects, priority areas and possible scenarios in order to develop another project
outline.

Dunng this meeting, I learned of the Environmental Coordinating Unit, of the

Ministry of Agriculture and the Environment, which had been recently developed in 1998.

Despite being in its developmental stages and having limited resources at its
disposal, the ECU had a number of projects under its mandate that were of immense
interest to me. In retrospect, it was a mutuaiiy beneficial arrangement as the ECU was in

need of skilled human resource support and 1was happy to be of assistance. in particular,
my interest lies with the work that the ECU, as the lead national environmental agency,
performed on the implementation of muitilateral environmental agreements. The priority
then bewne to select specific projects that would coincide with my six-month intemship
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term and with the requirements that 1 needed to 6îi in order to generate material for my
thesis.
While collaborating with my Cornmittee, we ultimately decided to select three case
studies to anaiyze in order to deterrnine how Dominka attempts to fiiffil1 the mandates of
a growing number of MEA obligations. The MEA case studies were selected in areas of

climate change, ozone depletion and biodiversity (Figure 3).
the island was divided amongst these projects.

Accordingiy, my time on

Basically, August through October was

spent on climate change, November d
i January was dedicated to ozone depietion and
the remainder of my time (January until Apd 153 was occupied with the biodiversity
conservation project.

Both problems and unforeseen benefits arose Rom this particular

grouping of MEA projects. Immense amounts of materiai existed for this broad scope of
environmental management areas, and interrdating them was not always easy.
Conversely, however, when juxîaposed these case studies accentuate and help define the
sirnilarities and iinkages amongst many of the MEA projects.

in addition, the roles of

North and South relating to MEA negotiation and implementation became more evident,
thus allowing for an evaluation of the differing expenences of each case study fiom a

sustainable development perspective for the Commonwealth of Dominica.
Accordingly, the general study approach follows and chronicles the events and
activities employed during my time spent with the Commonwealth of Dominica's
Environmentai Coordinating Unit. My work with the ECU deait with the efforts made in
Dorninica for the implementation of multilaterai environmental agreements in the case
study areas of climate change, ozone depletion and biodiversity conservation.

Such a

wide scope of project activity is well represeated by the breadth of responsibilities,
activities and techniques employed during rny t h e with the ECU and in documenting the
methodology for this project.
My daily work with the ECU would include such activities as:
Conducting research, performing suvqs, making site and field visits, reviewing
literature and fonnulating praject ideas.
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Writing policy documents and MEA enabiing legislation, to be submitted to Cabinet
for approval.
Meeting with upper Govenunental officiais, non-govemental organizations,
researchers, private industry representatives, community groups, members of the
indigenous Carib community and educationai instructors to gather information, ideas,
insights and recommendations for MEA project implementation.
Writing reports, memos and speeches for conferences, media (television and radio),
multilateral agencies, schools and various departments of the Govement.
Attending and presenting at national, regional and international conferences.
Al1 of the above activities were conducted during my term in Dominica for my

work with the ECU.

The specifics and context of each methodological approach are

provided in greater detail within the methodology section of each of the three MEA
irnplementation case studies (Chapters 3, 4 and 5).

A brief o v e ~ e wof the study

approach ernployed for each of the case studies is also provided below.
1.4.2 United Nations Framework Cmwntion on Climate Change

The first phase of the project involves conducting work on the "Caribbean:
Planning for Adaptation to Global Climate Change (CPACC)" Project, which is a regionai
sub-component of the "United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

(UNFCCC)".

My work, and that of Mr.Mullan, with the Environmental Coordinating

Unit (ECU) will relate to the third CPACC project component; "Inventory of Coastal
Resources and Use" (CPACC / RPIU, 1999).

Principally, the ECU has been given the

mandate of data collection and analysis for the third component of the CPACC project.
We collected data using a standardized survey format. The survey was produced by the
Centre for Resource Management and Environmental Studies (CERMES), which acts as
the CPACC Regional Project Implementing Unit (RPIIJ).
The survey covers 15 ciSertnt sectors that relate to coastal resources and use.
These data categories are iisted in the foUowing Table 1:
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Table 1: CPACC Projcct Daîa Categories
Catsgory

CPACC

Data Category

CPACC

Questionnain

Questionnaire
Data Categoty

Data Catogory
ûceanopphic

A

Tourism

1

Warer Quality

Recreaîion

J

Indusvy

K

Rare Species

B
C
D
E

Agriculture

G

Housing

H

Beach Morphoiogy

1 Marine ~ommunili&

]
1

1
I

I

iTnftasvUchlre
t

1 ~osnnl~p~dcnse

1

1

L

1

M

O

ParlESReservcs

Upon collecting ail of the available data, we analyzed the information and prepared a
report for the Unit for Sustainable Development and Environment of the Organisation of
American States (CPACC1 OAS).

1.4.3 Kenna Convention on the Protection of the Ozone L a y e
The second phase of my thesis involves work upon the Govemment's "Cotrntry

Programme fur !he Phase-out of Ozone DepIeting Substances (UDS)".

The

Government of Dominica signeci the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the
Ozone Layer (1989).

Consequently, as an Article 5 (developing) country, Dominica is

committed to the elimination of ah ODS by 2010.

A Country Programme has been

created to outhe the process of this phase out procedure.

The ECU, serving as the

interim National Ozone Office (NOO), is to facilitate and administer the Government
"Action Plan" as outlined in the Programme.

conduct the second national ODS survey.

Contained within, is the mandate to

Data that I gathered fiom the surveys were

utilized to create various other initiatives to reduce the consumption of ODS in Dominica.

Mr. Mullan and 1 were also responsible for submitting an act to Cabinet in order

to

establish officialGovernment enabhg legislation on an 'ActionPlm for the Phseinri of

1.4.4 Convention on Biological Diversiîy
The third phase involved my work on the National Biodiversity Strategy, Action
Plan and First Report to the Conference of Parties of the Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD). The project aims at providing support to the Govemment of Dorninica
in the formulation of a National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan (NBSAP) in order

to ensure the most effective use of the country's natural resources.

1 was involved in

assisting with the determination of pnonty actions necessary for the implementation of the
project.

My work also included increasing public knowledge of the CBD as a key

project objective.

In addition, the project will ultimately facilitate the first National

Report being made to the Conference of Parties on CBD.

The preparation of the

NBSAP will be participatory in nature, involving stakeholders fiom various interest areas
and fiom al1 geographic areas of the country.

Public consultation, training and in-depth

analysis of issues affecthg the biodiversity in Dominica will be implemented.

L4.5 lmproved Multilateral Environmental Agreement Implementation
The second primary objective of the project will require connections to be drawn
between the preceding three case studies.

The overriding and recurrent theme is the

process of implementation of multilateral environmental agreements for the sustainable
development of Dominica.

Evidence fiom the environmentai management projects that

Dorninica's Environmental Coordinating Unit is involved with will provide a background
for commentary upon this matter.

Dominica serves as a representative small island

developing state (SIDS)which will allow for parallels to be extrapolated and drawn.
Examples of success and failures for implementing MEAs throughout the Caribbean will
be examinai. While this project shdl focus specifically upon the island of Dominica, the
above stated approaches can be applied to virtually any developing nation's environmentai
management area.

1.4.6 Kq Agencies involved in the Sîu@ Approach
It is vitaily important to state and clearly recognize the key agencies involved in my
project.

An examination of the agencies involved will serve to provide the context and
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perspective fiom which my project was approached, carried out and ultimately completed.
In this instance, there was a joint collaborative effort between hnding and administrative

agencies in Canada with an executing, technical agency located within the field study area
of the Commonwealth of Dominica.
A) Commonwealth of Dominica's Environmental Coordinating Unit

in response to the multitude of environmentai issues facing the Commonwealth of
Dominica, the Govenunent has taken proactive measures to better address environmental
concerns.

Accordingly, in May of 1998, the Governrnent established an "Environmental

Coordinating Unit" (ECU) as part of the Ministry of Agriculture and the Environment.
Upon being fonned, the ECU is in need of additionai institutionai strengthening, capacity
building and resource support.

For the duration of my work with the ECU (August

1999-April2000), the staff consisted of

Mr. Gerard Hill (Interim Unit Head)
Mr. Kyle Fargey (OCODICIDA h e m )
Mr. Martin Mullan (OCODICDA h e m )

Mrs. Elanor Samuel (Secretary)
Mrs. Gene Walters (Messenger)

In spite of its srnail size and limited resources, the ECU has been formed to fiIl a
nurnber of important mandates as they relate to the environment.

These include:

1. To coordinate and facilitate various environmentai projects between al1 of the

Governmental Ministries;
2. To serve as a liaison for non-govemmental groups (NGOs), comrnonity-based

organization (CBOs) and members of the general public;
3. To respond to ail of the multilateral environmental agreements which the Governrnent

of Dominica has become a Party;
4. To develop, organize, manage and administer aii environmental projects within the

island;
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5. To produce and disseminate environmental iiterature and promotional material for the

schools and general public; and
6. To d&elop relationships, submit proposais and access resources thmugh various

international organizations that support environmental causes.
With regard to the sixth mandate of the ECU, many of the projects administered by
the ECU are also supported by extemai agencies.

Arnongst these are the Global

Environmental Facility (GEF),Multilateral Fund (MF), Wodd Bank (WB), United Nations
Development Programme O P ) , United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP),
United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and the Canadian
International Development Agency (CIDA).
B) Canadian International Development Agency

The Canadian international Development Agency (CIDA) is the federal agency
that is largely responsible for Canada's international cooperation prograrn.

ûf3cial

development assistance (ODA) is provided to developing countnes in Afnca, Asia and the
Americas.

CIDA's 1995 foreign policy, Canada in the World, listed the environment as

one of the s i i selected pnorities of ODA.

This occurred in response to environmental

sustainability becoming a major global concem.

Efforts are being made to conserve

biodiversity, yet equally important is the effort to make sustainable use of ecosystems and
biological resources.

Both the 1987 Brundtland Report and the 1992 United Nations

(UN) Conference on Environment and Development (Rio Summit) addressed the critical

importance of global sustainable development.

Numerous environmental issues now

transcend national boundaries, including global cliate change, depletion of the ozone
layer and toxic waste disposal.

The United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity

of 1992 stressed another vital component to achieve sustainable development. Biologicai
diversity, or biodiversity, encompasses the planet's vast array of living species and
ecosystems, as weil as the ecological processes of which support Me (CIDA, 1996).
In 1992, CiDA also adopted its own "Policy for Emionmental Susîuinability",
which served to strengthen the Agency's wmmiment to integrate environmentai
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considerations into its development assistance projects.

There are three key objectives

within the Policy: 1) to integrate environmental considerations into CiDA's activities and
decision-making process; 2) to help developing countnes irnprove their ability to deal with
local and global environmental concem; and 3) to work with Canadian and international
partners in order to assist them in better integrating environmental considerations into
their activities (CIDA, 1996).
With this new mandate to be more environmentally minded, CIDA has been very
active in numerous intemational efforts to prevent ftrther environmental degradation.
For example, since 1994, CDA has been involved with a project at Lake Malawi in A . c a
to conserve the biodiversity of one of the worlâ's largest Eeshwater bodies and maintain
this essential water scurce for Malawi, Mozambique and Tanzania (CIDA, 1994).
Elsewhere, in the mountainous Arenai region of Costa Rica, CIDA is involved in a
development project that relies on the involvement of local communities to protect land,
forests and biodiversity 6om iùrther degradation.

Despite only covering 4% of Costa

Rica's area, this region contains 36% ofthe country's biodiversity (CiDA, 1995). Finally,
in the South Pacific, CIDA supports a large project for the protection and suMvai of sea
turtles. Five of the six sea turtle species occumng in this area have been placed upon the
endangered species list.

in conjunction with the South Pacific Environmental Program

(SPEP) and the Canadian Ocean Resources Association (CORA), CIDA is helping to
recti@this problem (CIDA, 1994).
For my project, CDA was responsible for funding my intemship, white the
Organization for Cooperation in Overseas Development was in charge of dl administrative
duties.

C) Organization for Cooperation in Oveneas Development
For many development projects throughout the world, CDA works in conjunction
with numerous other development organizations.

One of these is the Organization for

Cooperation in Overseas Development (OCOD); a volunteer, non-profit organiration
whose guiding principle is to improve education in developing countries through initiatives
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which were developed and implemented cooperatively.

Since its inception in 1973,

OCOD has become recognized and well respected for its international development efforts

(OCOD, 1998).
OCOD is centred in Winnipeg, Canada, with a regional resource office in the
Caribbean at Castries, St. Lucia.

CIDA works with OCOD to deliver education and

training assistance to countnes within the Organization of Eastern Caribbean States
(OECS).

CIDA provides the primary and majority ftnding which OCOD requires to

operate.

In accordance, OCOD addresses each of the six prionties within CIDA's

Officiai Development Assistance Program; Basic Human Needs, Women in Development,
Infrastructure Services, Hurnan Rights, Democracy, Good Governance, Private Sector
Developrnent and the Environment (OCOD, 1998).
OCOD's focus expanded in 1996 with the introduction of youth programs: both
volunteer (3 months) and intemships (6 months). The OCOD Youth Program combines
working, leaming, travel and community involvement that allows Canadian youth to gain
valuable international work expenence and to enrich their lives.

Young people are

provided with "the opporîunity to p l q a signifiunt role in International Development

while improving their understanding of the Globai Environment" (OCOD, 1999).

In

1997, another significant developrnent was achieved as OCOD began explonng ways in

which to provide assistance for rnanaging the environmental issues within the Eastern

Caribbean. Consequently, in 1998 the fkst volunteer to perfonn environmentally related
work was sent to Dorninica as an "Ewtouhn Faciiitator" (OCOD,1998).

Much

progress has occurred as there are now 10 new youth intems to be performing
environmental work in the Eastern Caribbean starting in July 1999 for a six month
duration (returning in February). These projects include:
1) Environmental Management and Recycfing OEcer in Nevis;
2) Environmental Researcher and Information's Officer in Trinidad;
3) Development and Management of a Sustainable Searnoss Farm in Barbados;
4) Environmental and Documentation Ofnccr for Environmental Issues in Anguilla;
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5) Environmental Resource Infomiation and Field Oaicer in British V i n Islands; and
6) Environmental Management and

Sustainable Development Officer in the

Commonwealth of Dominica.
1 served as the intern for the Project #6 in Dominica as listed above.

The

objective of this internship was to work with the Ministry of Agriculture and Environment,

Mr.
Martin MuIIan, a fellow CIDA/OCOD inteni, held a similas position with the ECU.
although his responsibilities varied slightly form my own. Essentially, my role was to
assist the ECU with its wide array of environmental management projects. This work
and more specifically the newty formed Environmental Coordinating Unit (ECU).

entailed meeting with officiais h m al1 the Governent Ministries, non-govermental

groups, community-based organizations, industry and the general public.

Projects

included a local, regional, national and international perspective depending upon the
nature of the particular problem.

1.5 Or~anizationof Thesis

This chapter, Chapter One, serves to provide a brief overview of the projet, a
review of the "State of the Environment in the Eastern Caribbean", "State of the
Environment and Economy in Dominka" and "Multilateral Environmental Agreements in
the Caribbean" as well as the Objectives of the thesis, and the research approach
ernployed.
Chapter Two is an examination of multilateral environmental agreements in
Dominica and other nations of the Caribbean.

Concentration is placed upon

"Establistiing Multilateral Environmental Agreement Implementation Mechanisms".
Various cases throughout the Canibean are examined in an effort to devise an improved

mechanism for MEA implernentation.
Subsequently, the thsec case studies: United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change, Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer and
Convention on Biological Diversity are to be disasseci in Chapter Three, Chapter Four
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and Chapter Five, respectively. Each of these chaptws indudes its own litetature review
and rnethodology sections.

The Iast chapter, Chapter Six, provides "Summary, Recornmendations and
In addition, "Guidelines for Multilated Environmental Agreement

Conclusions".

Implementation" in Dominica, as weil as other smaü island developing States in the
Caribbean are featured. A finai set of "Discussion & Analysis" as weH as a "Conclusion"

provides a closing comrnentary for the thesis project.

1.6 Conclusion
My nine months spent in the Commonwealth of Dominica were immensely
satiseng.

Working with the ECU allowed me to be exposed to a number of different

topic areas, approaches, ideas and individuals from dl walks of life.

Additionally. from a

persona! perspective, Dominica lived up to its illustrious claim of being the friendliest
island in the Caribbean.

With very few visitors relative to other parts of the Caribbean,

Dominicans operate quite differently and are more than willing to make that special effort
to make everyone feel welwme and a part of their wonderfiil community.

Consequently, the time flew by and m l y did 1 get the impression that I was
actually perfoming work when in such an incredible environment.

Walking fiom my

apartment to the ECU,located on the Bayfront in the capital city of Roseau was aiways a
pleasure.

Our office w8s located on the third floor and was perched directly above the

vast, clear, blue tranquil waters of the Caribbean Sea (Plate 5).

The benefits of such a

work environment are obvious, yet on occasion the tranquil waters of the Caribbean
would take exception. November 23, 1999 was such a day as Dominica was ravaged by

Hurricane Lenny (Plates 6 & 8).

The ECU,the only building lmted on the seaside of

the waterfiont (for good reasan), sustaincd over $7.5 million (US) in damages. Much of
the other coastal inhmucture throughout the island also dcred extensive damage.

Needess to Say that my times spent in Dominia were al1 mernorable wMe also providing

all the amenities fof an excetient m m ~ c project.
b

Chapter Two
Multilateral Environmental Agreements
2.1 Cha~terO v e ~ e w
Chapter 2 concentrates upon providiig a thorough understanding of the process of
implementation of multilateral environmental agreements in the Caribbean. Al1 areas of
MEA implementation are discussed, including; Implementation Mechanisms, Legislation,

National Implementing agencies, Focal Points, Project-based Activity, Monitoring
Processes and Environmental Treaty Making. This information on MEA implementation
will then be juxtaposed with the methods used for MEA implementation for the case
studies provided in Chapters 3-6. This Chapter's MEA implementation material wiii dso
serve as the foundation for MEA implementation recomrnendations provided in the final
Chapter 6.

2.2 Multilateral Environmental Agreements
2.2.1 Hikiwical Bask

Concern for environmental preservation has been present for a very long time.
National laws in the Middle Ages attempted to combat specitic pollutants or to protect
particular forests or bodies of water.

An ordinance of Edward 1 h m 1306 prohibiting

the use of coal in open fumaces of London is one of the oldest known environmental
protection measures on record (Kiss et al., 2000).
International environmental agreements, or multilateral environmental agreements,
have been in existence for over

a cenniry.

The first international environmental

agreement was the Convention for Protection of Wdd Animals, Birds and Fish in Afiica of
1900.

Such early conventions approached environmental abjects fiom a utiliraian

perspective that sought to maximize economic exploitation of the designated resource
(Xss et ai., 2000).
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By the 1960s, concepts of environmental management were changing

hndamentally.

Due to increased pressure frorn international public opinion,

governments began to demonstrate concern over the general state of the environment and
introduced legislation to combat pollution of inland waters, oceans, and air as well as
safeguarding certain cities and zones.

Simultaneously, special administrative

organizations, ministries and environmental agencies were estabiished to preserve their
citizens' quality of life.

Development of international environrnental law paralleled this

evolution in environrnental concem (Kiss et al., 2000).
With the adoption of the European Water Charter of 1968 and the realization that
"waterknows no boundaries ", an important discovery was made.

Not only oceans, but

also the atmosphere and biosphere do not know or respect the arbitrary national
boundaries dividing the globe.

Thus, in order to combat ozone depletion, loss of

biodiversity, global warming and other transboundary environrnental problems, there must
be international environmental agreements that harrnonize national efforts throughout the

world (Kiss et ai., 2000).
Prior to the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development
(UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro, and the adoption of Agenda 21 by the world community,

many nations were not particularly active in the area of multilateral environrnental
agreement (MEA) irnplementation.

As with many other small island developing States,

Dominica has been faced with mounting demands to meet al1 of the mandates and
requirements of various MEAs with the advent of Agenda 21.

Thus, it is necessary to

establish a set of guidelines, legislative and institutional, to assist with MEA
implementation efforts.

2.2.2 Legislotive / Instiiutional Rocesses

The establishment of legislative 1 institutional structures and processes for
multilaterd environmentai agreements implementation is an imperative procedure.
following considerations must be accounted for (Anderson, 1999):
environmental treaty-making;
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The

requirement for and typology of implementing legislation;
identification of national implementing agency;
identification of a focal point for the implementing activity; and
availability of resources and stimulation of project-based implementing activity.
Upon addressing each of these areas, a nation is better able to implement the
MEAs that the national government has ratified.

In Dominica, legislative / institutional

processes and structures are in need of revision if MEAs are to be eficiently and
effectively implemented.

2.3 MEAs in the Caribbean
2.3.1 Effective Implementation M e c h a n h
According to the UNEP Caribbean Environmentai Outlook (1999), a multitude of
diverse problerns inhibits the effective implementation of MEAs in the Caribbean.
Arnongst these are:
inadequate fûnding;
lack of resources;
a

insufficient human resources, couplcd with inadequate training;

r

technical limitations;
weak government inErast~ctureand lack of cooperation / integration amongst

minimies; and
non-cornpliance with the law (ifin existence).
As indicated by the above impdients, Cariibean implementation of

procedurally flawed and greatly in need of revision.

MEAs is

However, certain features that may

generaiiy be considered as key components of a successfbl implementation strategy may
already be in existence in the context of ongoing implementation endeavors.

Such

features are derived fiom the unique legal, historical, social, economic and environmental
characteristics of the English speaking countries of the Caribbean Community
(CARICOM). in general, effective MEA implementation strategies combine a cohesent
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legislative and regdatory framework, identification of national implementing agencies and
coordinathg focal points with project oriented activity (nationally and regionally).
Funding may be supplied extenially, when local capacity building provisions are already in
place (Anderson, 1999).

2.3.2 Esîablishing Impleme~tZationMechanLFmF
Environmental Treaty Making
The general principles of environmental treaty making lie at the core of establishing
effective MEA implementation mechanisms. In the Caribbean, Cabinet, on behalf of the
State, is responsible for the adoption of al1 international environmental agreements.
Under basic constitutional phciples the Executive has a monopoly over treaty making.
The Minister of Foreign Anairs typically represents Cabinet in this regard, although there
can be exceptions. For example, it may be the Prime Mnister (even if not the Minister of

Foreign lQffairs) that signs on behaifof the State for MEAs with strong global sipificance.
Also, a Minister whose portfolio relates to the particular treaty subject matter may be
authonzed by Cabinet to adopt that treaty.

Finally, other representatives rnay be

empowered to act on beMf of the State by the conferral of "jkll powers" (Anderson,
1999).

In most cases, there is no direct connection between environmental treaty making
and any assessment of the institutional J administrative resources and capabilities for
implementation.

Thus, often the State does not have the institutional capacity to

effectively implernent the treaty.

However, in one select case, the lead environmental

agency of St. Kitts and Nevis was ernpowered by the State to negotiate environmental
treaties initiated by regiod and international inter-govemmental organizations
(Governent of St. Kitts and Nevis, 1996). in addition, agencies rnay be authorized by
the State to establish and coordinate institutional linkages locally, regionally and
internationally.

This was the case for the Environmental Management Agency in

Trinidad and Tobago (Governent of Trinidad and Tobago, 1995).
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2.3.3 Implementing Legislaîi'on
A) Requirement

The law of the Can'bbean, in most al1 cases, does not recognize self-executing
treaties.

Therefore, operating legislation is required to give the force of law to the

environmental treaty obligations. As an example, although Jamaica is a contracting party
to CITES, the Jamaican Natural Resources Conservation Authority (NRCA) could not
impose a quota and export pennit system to implement that Convention in the absence of
specific enabling legislation enacted by the Parliament of Jamaica (Coun of Appeal of
Jarnaica, 1999). A similar scenario occurred in Dominica upon becoming a Party of the
Montreal Protocol.

The mandates stipulated within the Convention could not be

enforced until supporting legislation was prepared and submitted to Cabinet for its
approval (Hill, 1999).
In light of the fact that treaty law is not recognized under Caribbean law without
the State's implementing legislation, one would expect that upon becoming a party to a
treaty, the Caribbean State would expeditiousiy create implementing legislation.
Hiçtorically, this has not been the case as it has been a common British practice to have
treaties that have not been followed by enacting legislation.

The British tradition

inherited by the Caribbean is hught with problems, which are yet to be resolved by these
newly independent States. However, select success stories, such as that of Antigua and
Barbuda with its pioneering Ratification of Treaties Act (cap. 364) (Govenunent of
Antigua and Barbuda, 1996), have begun to emerge.
BI T Y P ~ ~ ! Y
The speed of legislative response to the international obligation to enact enabling

statutes is often directly cornelateci with the typology of legislation adopted.
cases, enabling legislation rnay implement an MEA by re-enactment.

in many

Re-enactment

entails repeating verbath, or by paraphrase, the substantive veaty provisions.

MEA

irnplernentation by re-enactment is the traditional Caribbean approach and lessens the
burden placeci upon the Statc's limited legislative drafüng resources, familianty with the
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nuances of international treaty law and the sensitivity to the translation of "sofrlm"treaty

obligations into "hardlm"State legistative rights and duties (Anderson, 1999).
A k r e modem alternative to the traditional implementation by re-enactment is the

incorporation by reference approacb, as fias been adopted by St. Kitts and Nevis
(Goverment of St. Kitts and Nevis, 19%).

There are, however, many variations of the

incorporation by reference approach (Anderson, 1999).

The classic form comprises a

short statute whose central provision is that the treaties listed have "the force of lm"in

the country concerned.

Incorporation in tfiis manner is an economy for legislative

resources required, whiie also faciiitating a more rapid response From Parliament to the
responsibilities of the legislative action.
2.3.4 IdentiJcation of a NationJ ImplenrenfingAgency
In the Caribbean, there is no direct linkage between treaty rnaking and

identification or designation of national implementing agencies.

Consequently, the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, although offen responsible for treaty making, is not usually
involved in the designation of nationai focal points: the exception being ME& that faIl
directly under the portfolio of that Ministry. Thetefore, problems arise when the political
agency responsible for accepting environmental obligations on behalf of the State, and
those responsible for designating the technical organizations that are to ensure cornpliance
with the aforementioned obligations are not working together (Anderson, 1999).

This

non-integrated, procedurally flawed approach creates a system where each agency is
unaware of the others' activities.

Thus, in much of the Caribbean, many of the

environmental agencies are unaware of the nature and extent of international rights and
obligations binding to the State.
This problem is rectitied by the enactment of implementing legislation.

Such

legislation does not necessanly resolvc the conundrum of identmg the most suitable
implementing agency.

This is a criîicai omission in many of these statutes.

Whüe in

other instances, the legislation may place the responsibility upon an agency which either
does not have the necasaq rcspom'b'dhy for environmental management or does not have
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Figure 4: MEA Implementing and Reporting Mechanism
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sufficient institutional capacity or resources (GOCD, 1998).
Due to the absence of formai d e or standard practice regarding responsibility for
designating national implementing agencies, the simplest approach involves allowing the
Ministry responsible for the environment to assume de facto the task of assigning
implementation of specific MEAs to partidar agencies.

For example, the Ministry of

Housing and the Environment performs this fiinction in Jamaica (Brown pers. comm.,
2000).

Alternatively, the State's lead environmental agency may interpret its legislative

environmental mandate in such a broad manner to encompass the designation of MEA
implementing agencies.

The Environmental Management Authonty of Trinidad and

Tobago has adopted this altemate approach (Ploceta pers. comrn., 2000).

in these

instances, an important distinction must be made between the political focal point for
MEAs (usually the Ministry of Foreign Afïairs) and the technical focal point (usually the

Ministry of the Environment andhr the lead environmental agency).

2.3.5 Identification of Focal Pointsfor lmplementing Activity
In addition to the designation of the national implementing agency, there must
ofien also be an identification of a specific focal point for implementing activity with
respect to specific environmental conventions.

The most successtùl case in the

Caribbean has involved the identification of the focal point by the lead environmental
agency to other subsidiq bodies over whom the agency exercises some degree of
authority.

This approach is currently being used in Jamaica, Trinidad and Tobago, and

St. Kitts and Nevis (Anderson, 1999).
In the Caribbean, no standard aiteria are used for the appointment of focal points
so the most appropriate agency is not always appointecl. Treaties may be assigned on the
bais of recognized specialist cornpetence and qualification ( e g the assignment of the

UNFCCC to the Meteorological Oftice in Jmaica) (Brown pers. comrn., 2000).
Alternatively, an MEA whose subject matter was traditionaüy dealt with by a particulas
government department may bc assigned to that same depariment. For example, a new
MEA dealing with forest consemation would Sikely be assigned to the Forestry

and Fisheries.

Department, Ministry of Agriculture, Fore-

However, another new

MEA on conservation of biologicai diversity wntaining provisions for the protection of

inteliectuai property rights, an area not traditionally cuvered by the Forestry Department,
might nonetheless be similady assigned.

Also, MEAs may be allotted to a particular

department on the ment of personal competence, skill and experience of a specific
individual.

Such assignments t y p i d y occur when an individual is relocated to another

department or even after leaving the civil service.

Such practices occur even when the

"new"department / private sector agency might not be capable or appropriate for handling

treaty-implementing responsibiiities (Anderson, 1999).
Most often, responsibility for implementing MEAs is increasingly assigned to the

national lead, or only, environmental agency.

The rational being the existence o f the

required competence, skills and resources or more likely in default of such qualifications
being found elsewhere.

The lead agency is oken provideci extemal expertise support to

complement or fil1 thé interna1 void (Anderson, 1999).

The University of West Indies

and the Institute for Marine M i r s (Trinidad and Tobago) are exampies of quasigovernment institutions that provide expertise in this regard.

Non-govemmental

organizations and private consultants may also be contracted to provide particular
assistance. Support may also be available h m projeet activities organized at a regionaf
level.

In such cases, agencies such as the Naturd Resources Management Unit of the

Organization of Eastern Caribbcan States (NRMU/OECS) may be of tremendous
assistance (Williams pers. cornrn., 1999).

2.3.6 Availability of Resources and Roject-bed Activiiy
Caribbean public sector resources are scarce, and do not allow for the long-term
acquisition and retention of scientific, technical and other expertise.

Thus, externally

funded projects, both national and regional, often represent the foundation of
environmental treaty implementation (Hiil pers. wmrn., 1999).
National project-bas4 activity bas been used to facilitate the drafting of
implementing environmental lcgislation.

The magnitude and diversity of topic areas
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covered by this project-bascd activity are overwhelming.

The compilation of inventories

for greenhouse gases (GHG) and ozone depleting substances (ODS),as well as the
reporting of remedial measures to the conferences of parties (COP) has also been
facilitated.

Furthermore, inventories have b e n created for national biological diversity

(biodiversity) resources, and remedial National Strategic Action Plans (NSAP) formulated
(Hill pers. comm., 1999).

Particuiarly important areas of cultural and natural heritage

have been identified, documented and conserveci, especially vulnerable species and
ecologically sensitive areas have been designated, with management plans formulated.
Endangered species of flora and fauna have been identified, protected, and their
international trade regulated.

Contingency plans have been drafled, assimilation

exercises conducted and regional alerting systems established in preparation for dealing
with major oil spills.

Plans have also been made for the construction of oil and waste

reception facilities in ail ports (Anderson, 1999).

The diversity and scope of these

projects and activities provides a glimpse of the tremendous amount of MEA activity in
the Caribbean.

Administrative measuns are genecally sufficient to facilitate most project-oriented
activities.

For instances where legislation is requited, the project formulation may in

itself address the development of necessary legislation (Laronde pers. comrn., 1999).
External fùnding for project-based implementing activity is generaily considered to
be based upon the principle of common yet differentiated responsibility, as stipulated in the
Rio Declaration of 1992.

Caribbean countiies tend to receive financial and technical

assistance based on the simple hct that they were far less responsible for the creation of
global environmental problerns. This is fiirther wmpounded by the lirnited resources that
Caribbean countries have to deal with these severe environmental problems compareci to
that of the more developed wuntries.

Projects have been financed by, amongst others:

Global Environmentai Facility (GEF), World Bank (WB), Inter-American Development

Bank (IADB), Caribbean Deveiopment Bank (CDB), international Maritime Organization
(IMO),United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), United Nations Development
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Programme W P ) , United States Agency for International Development (USAID) and
Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) (UNEP, 1999).

ona al Envkommtal Agencia (NE&)

sndlor the Focal Point for the relevant

Convention (FPC) are typically responsible for determinhg possible means of finding,
drafling and submitting project proposais, hiring of consultants, monitoring

implementation, and compliance of the project within the t m s of the Convention.
Projects are usually organized on either a national or local basis.

However, many

çuccesshl project-based activities have attempted alternate approaches.

For example,

implementing agencies have been initiated and largely controlled by international agencies,
while projects have been organited on a regional and sub-regional bais (Anderson, 1999).

Sustainability is the perpetual problem and goal that must be accounted for with al1
project-based implementing activity,

Creation of a monitoring process can assist with

meeting project objectives and moving towards sustainability.

2.3.7 Establishment of Monitoring Processes
Fundarnentally, the nature and nilés contained within each of the environmental
conventions are critical to ensuring that cornpliance with multilateral environmental
agreements is achieved. Most MEAs operate on the basis of each country ~el~reporting.
Provisions may be made for the regularity of reporting, reporting formats and national
assistance with respect to international inspection and monitoring.

These provisions

allow for the national establishment of systems for ensuring the generation of information
and data, as well as for monitoring implementation and compliance (Anderson, 1999).
The success or failure of a monitoring process often depends upon the initial process of
environmentai treaty making and al1 the provisions that are provided.

2.3.8 Environmentai Treaty Making
The Ratification of Trcaties Act (RûTA)of Antigua and Barbuda was a s~ccessful
departure fiom the normal practice of environmental treaty making in the Cariibean.

The ROTA was enacted to remedy a fundamental defect in Caribbean law and practice by
legislating a role for Parliament in ûeaty rnabg and thus aIiowing public participation.
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The Act states that certain treaties cannot be accepted by the State udess approval corn
Parliament is first achieved. Consequently, the Act furthers the process of participatory
democracy by giving Parliament, Parliamentarians, and the populace they represent a clear
role in the treaty conclusion process.

Preliminary reports suggest that the Act has been

a catalyst for a significant increase in the general public's understanding, appreciation and

involvement with respect to environmental treaties (Government of Antigua and Barbuda,
1996).
2.3.9 Country Profrle of National Implementing Agencies and Focal Points

Once environmental treaties are established, the responsibility is then passed to the
national implementing agencies (NIAs) and 1 or focal points (FPs) for the technical
implernentation of an MEA

Provided within Appendix II are a number of examples of

NiAs 1 FPs fiom throughout the Caribbean that have adopted various procedures for

MEA implementation.

Examples were selected tiom an examination of the dienng

approaches to MEA implementation throughout the Caribbean conducted in 1996 by Dr.
Anderson, a professor of law at the University of the West Indies.

2.4 Conclusion
Having discussed the general process of MEA implementation in the Caribbean
during this chapter, the foilowing thra chapters shall concentrate upon the background,

process of irnplementation and significance of three specific MEA case studies in the
Commonwealth of Dominica. The general implementation fiamework has been provided
in this chapter, and the specifics of each case study d l be covered in their respective
chapters, starting with the MEA case study of climate change (Chapter 3).
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Chapter Three

Climate Change
3.1 Chanter Ovemew
Chapter 3 focuses upon the efforts made by the Commonwealth of Dominica to
implernent the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).

Upon becoming a member part-of the UNFCCC, Dominica's efforts have been restricted
primarily to the Caribbean: Planning for Adaptations to Climate Change (CPACC) Project.
Results fiom the CPACC Project wiU be used in the Initial Communication on Clirnate
Change for the UNFCCC Project.

In Dorninica, the Environmental Coordinating Unit

(ECU) of the Ministry of Agriculture and the Environment serves as the National
Implementation Coordinating Unit for the CPACC Project.

Consequently, as a member

of the ECU staff, much of my work entailed implementing the CPACC Project in
Dominica. More speciiïcally, 1 adrninistered: 1) CPACC Component 3 National Survey,
"lnvenrory of Coastal Resources and Use ";2 ) CPACC Component 3 Data Assessrnent
Survey; and 3) CPACC Cornponent 7 "Economic Valuation of Coastal and Marine

Resources" project development and site selection.

3.2 Global Climate Chanre
Human activities have resulted in large amounts of gases, including carbon dioxide,

being released into the atmosphere.

These gases have served to rnagnif) the earth's

natural greenhouse effect, and trap more heat in the lower atmosphere.

There is a large-

scde concern that the addition of such gases will cause increased wanning of the earth's

surface and atmosphere.

As of 1999, 1998 was the wannest year on record with the

highest fiequency of naturai disasters and atmosphenc carbon dioxide levels reactiing a
160 000 year hi& ( F i c i a l Times, 1999). This wanning, or global climate change, wiU

have detrimental effects upon humans and the general health of the earth's natural
ecosystems @SD, 2000). Climate change by the definition of Jepma et al. (1998)' is "a

change of climate which is attriôuted directly or inàirectly to human activity that allers
the composition of the global aîmosphere anà which is in d i t i o n to natural climate
variability observed over compable t h e periodr ':
The global nature of climate change requires the widest possible cooperation of al1
countries in an efiective and appropriate international response.

In 1988, an

Intergovermental Panel on Climate Change (PCC) was established through the United
Nations system.

The PCC consists of the foremost experts in the field of climate

change, whose primaq task is to provide sound scientific evidence to assist in the
decision-making process (Jepma et al., 1998).

Countries then need to enact

environmentai legislation that controls greenhouse gas emissions, while ensuring the
proper fbnctioning of narural processes that aid in removing these dangerous gases fiom
the atmosphere (IISD, 2000).

3.3 United Nations Framework Convention on Ciimate Chan~e
The United Nations Framework Convention on C l i t e Change (UNFCCC) was
approved by the heads of states of more than 150 countries at the United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development (IMCED), or Earth Summit, in Rio de
Janeiro in June 1992 (Carstanjen, 1999).
described in Article 2 is to:

The g e n d objective of the UNFCCC, as

"... stabilize greenhouse

gas concentrations in the

atmosphere ut a level t h t wouldpreveni dmgerous anthropogenic intei$erence with the
climufesystein ... wiihin a time-fiame mficient to o h ecosyslems to adopt naturafiy to
climate change, 10 ennrre thatloodpro&ction is not threatened, and to enable economic
development io prmeed m a wîuimble mmner " (UNFCCC, 1992). During the Kyoto
Convention (CoP3, 1997), industrialized countries have agreed to reduce their emissions
of greenhouse gases by, on average, 5.2 percent relative to 1990, during the cornmitment
period 2008-2012 ( W C C C Secrctariat, 1999). The Commonwealth of Dominica is a
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Party to this agreement, yet subject to dinerent requirements as a developing nation and

ratified the UNFCCC on June 21" 1993 (UNEP, 1999).
Dorninica's immediate national objective of the UNFCCC project is to facilitate the
preparation of the first national communication, that details the state of preparedness for
the potentially h d l eEects of climate change, to the Conference of Parties (CoP) in
accordance with the Article 12 of the UNFCCC (UNDP, 1999).

In addition to meeting

the communication obligations, the project is wnsidered as an essential exercise to
enhance awareness and knowledge of climate change related issues in Dominica.

Thus,

the country will be able to take these issues into account in the general planning and
strategy formulation for various economic, social and environmental sectors.
Dominica's role in international scientific forums and negotiation processes related to
climate change will also be positively iduenced.

More informed decision-making, with

regard to climate change issues, will be amongst the more important project objectives.
Achieving project objectives will require dialogue, information exchange and cooperation
amongst al1 of the relevant stakeholders in areas of governrnent, non-govemment,
acadernic, private, industry, commnity-based organizations and the general public

(UNDP,1998).

The =CC

project will strengthen the existing institutional ftamework and enhance

internai capacity, thereby assisting the process towards submitting additional
communication obligations in the ftture.

Further development will be fostered allowing

response measures to climate change and its adverse impacts to be identified and
ultimately implemented (UNDP, 1998).
Since ratifjring the UNFCCC in 1994, Dominica has been actively undertaking
measures related to climate change. In order to address its national prionties and comply
with its commitments, The Commonwealîh of Dominica has undertaken the foltowing
steps:
Representatives fiom the Commonwealth of Dorninica are participating in the
Conference of Parties meetings, as weU as local and regional meetings, which address
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the issue of dimate change (Williams pers, comrn., 1999).
Dorninica has prepared a National Environmental Action Plan (NEAP), Tropical

Forest Action Plan (TFAP), and Environmental and Coastal Resources Management

Project (ENCORE)to establish baseline data and planning in areas that are susceptible
to the potential effects of climate change (Hillpers. comm., 1999).

The Commonwealth of Dominica is one of the 12 wuntries in the Eastern Caribbean

participahg in the regional project entitled "Caribbem Planningfor A@faîions io

Global Climate Change (CPACC)".

This initiative is fiinded by the Global

Environmental Faciiity (GE)through the World Bank (WB).

Early results for this

work will be inserted in the Initial National Communication on Climate Change

(GOCD,1999).
The CPACC Pruject is an enabling activity of the larger UNFCCC Project. and the

work and results generated Erom the CPACC Project will serve as the foundation material
upon which the UNFCCC Project is built.

3.4 Caribbean: Plannin~for Adaptations to Global Climate Chan~e
3.4.1 Project Background
The members of the Caribbean Comrnunity (CARICOM) are primarily small island
states or low-lying coastal states witb developing economies and fiagiie ecosysterns.
Traditiondly, agriculture and tourism have served as the p ~ c i p a sources
l
of employment
and foreign-exchange earnings.

The vas! rnajority of the population and econodc

activity are situated almg caastal areas.

Coastal resources are vital to the prosperity of

these countries. In addition, they are dso the most productive areas, mpporting a wealth

of living marine resources and high biodiversity.

Recendy, the coastal areas have corne

under increasing amounts of stress (CPACC, 1999). These stresses include:

Increased human activities;
Tourism related hfrastnicture;

hadequate disposal of iiquid and soiid waste;

Decaying drainage infiastnicture;
Uncontrolled development schemes;
Natural disasters (prirnady humaines) and severe weather events;
Mismanagement of coastal ecosystems; and
Increased sedimentation due to poor watershed management.
The anticipated global warming may compound the problems associated with
coastal resources of small island states.

A nurnber of detrimental effects are currentiy

being considered (Mullan pers. comm., 2000):
Rise in sea level;
Increase in sea surface temperature;
Changes in wind and ocean ments;
Permanent flooding and inundation;
6

Increased coastal erosion;
Salt-water intrusion and contamination of freshwater reserves; and

6

Aggravation of natural disaster and tropical storm impacts.
Al1 of these coastal resourœ hazards associated with global warming are a serious

threat to the sustainable development of CARICOM and other small island states.

The

wlnerability to sea level rise of coastal resources, human settlements and related
infiastructure underscores the urgency of establishing and integrating a fiamework to
address this issue.

A scarcity of reliable data, inadequate financial and human resources

support, lack of suitable information systems or coordinated institutional structures to
manage coastal resources serves to make the CPACC project a very difficult challenge
(CPACC, 1999).

3.4.2 Project Purpose

The fiindamental purpose of CPACC is to support Caribbean countries in
preparing to wpe with the adverse effécts of global climate change (GCC).

Of particular

concern is sea level risc, which will be addrcssed through vulnerability assesment,
adaptation planning and capacity building.

This entails a regional approach being
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executed through the cooperative efforts of al1 12 CARICOM countries, the University of
the West Indies Centre for Environment and the Development and several regional
institutions.

The project d l involve a combination of national pilot / demonstration

actions, regional training and technology transfer.

This approach is intended to

strengthen regional cooperation and institutions while also providing a cost-effective
means for adaptation planning, data collection and the sharing of information, skills and
project benefits (CERhlES, 1999).

3.4.3 Origin and Legal Framework

The four-year pruject originated at the Global Conference on the Sustainable
Development of Small Island Developing States (SIDS) that was held in Barbados in
1994, when the CARICOM countries approached the Organization of American States

(OAS) for support €iom the potentially detrimental impacts of global climate change.

The OAS and the Global Environmental Facility (GEF) supported the preparation of a
project proposal.
Not unti 1997 did the Board of Directors of the World Bank, and one of the GEF
implementing agencies, approve the project and designate the OAS as the executing
agency.

A Regional Project Implementing Unit (RPIU)

has been established at the

Barbados campus of the University of West Indies (UW?), The project is fiinded with a
US % 6.75 million grant,

CPACC constitutes as an enabling activity of the United

Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC, 1992).

3.4.4 Projec? Orgrinization
The Global Environmentai Facility (GEF) is responsible for providing the monetary
fiinding for the CPACC project.

The project is then jointly administered by the World

Bank (WB), United Nations Development Programme (UMIP) and the United Nations
Environmental Programme (UNEP).

The Organitation for American States (OAS) is

supported by the World Bank and is closely linked with CARICOM.

CARICOM

serves as the Chair of the Project Advisory Committee (PAC), which assists the OAS in
administering the Regionid Project Implemmtation Unit (RPiü).

The RPftl, located at

the University of West Indies Centre for Environaient and Development (UWrCW),acts

to coordinate each of the National Implementation Coordinating Units (NICUs).

In

Dominica, the Environmental Coordinathg Unit (ECU)serves as the NICU (CPACC.
1999).

3.45 Specrpc Projecf Objedredrws

Essentially, there are five distinct CPACC project objectives as displayed on the
below Table 2:

Table 2: CPACC Project Objectives

/

Objective

1

Description

To strengthen regional capability for monitoring and analyzing climate and
sea-level data, dynamics and trends, in order to determine potential
impacts of giobal climate change.
To identify social, economic, environmental and geographic areas
particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of dobal climate change.
To develop an integrated management and planning framework for the
necessary cost-effective response and adaptations to the impacts of gIobal
climate change on coastal resources.
To enhance the regional and national capabilities to prepare for the advent
of global climate change through institutional strengthening and human
- resource development.
To identifyand assess policy options and instruments that rnay help
initiate the implementation of a long-term program of adaptation to global
] climate change for wlnerable coastd areas.

One

Two
Three
Four

F
Five

1

Source: (CPACC,1999)

The CPACC Praject components have been divided into two main categories,
regional and pilots (i.e. smaüer-de, experimental projects that are being tested nationalIy

before being implemented throughout the Caibbean):
Rcgional

Regional components are the cure set of activities &ed

CARICOM isfands.
monitoring system.

The

out within each of the 12

fust step is to design and estabiish a sea-level / c i i i t e

Once installe4 baseline information can be collected in al1 of the

relevant climate monitoring areas.

It is then necessary ta establish databases and

information systems to handle ail of this information.

An inventory of caastal resources

and use Gll then be created to hclp determine coastal nherability.

Finaiiy, a policy

framework for integrated coastal and marine management wiii be fomulated (CPACC,
1999).

Pilots

Regional components carried out throughout ail of the twelve CARICOM
countries will be accentuated by pilot projects occurring on specific islands. Pilot projects
are smaller-scale, experimentai projects that may have particular reievancy to certain
islands, although they might be implemented throughout the Caribbean depending upon
their relative success or failure in providing vaiuable information relative to areas of
climate change.
Table 3: CPACC Pilot Projects throughout the Caribbean

F
Project

Countries

Title

Coral-reef monitoring of impacts of global Bahamas,
climate change.
Jarnaica

Belize

and

Coastal vulnerability and risk assessment.

Grenada

and

Barbados,
Guyana

Econornic vaiuation of coastal and marine Dominica, Saint Lucia, and
resources.
Trinidad and Tobago
Formulation of economic / regdatory proposals. Antigua and Barbuda, and
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Greenhouse gases inventory / Milnerability of Saint Vincent
agriculture and water resources sectors.
Grenadines

and

the

Source: (CPACC,1999).
3.4.7 Status of CPACC Rojed ih the Commonwea~hof Dominica

The CPACC project entend its third component for the CommonweaIth of
Dorninica in September 1999.

This component, '%tventoryof C ~ u Resources
I
und
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Use (ICRU)", involves gathering information on available data relevant to coastal and

near-shore disaster and environmental degradation planning. The first phase of this
component, determinhg the existence and availability of relevant data, took the fonn of a
Gap Anaiysis, where data areas are selected and any gaps or holes are determined.

In

addition, an examination of interview results was also conducted.
The main activities of the ICRU component of the CPACC project include
(CPACC, 1999):
Procurement and installation of equipment to create or upgrade existing Geographic
Infornation System (GIS) capability;
Consolidate, evaiuate and computerhe (GIS)existing information in each participating
country, and provide necessary GIS training;
Carry out a two-week regional training course on avaiiable techniques for resource
inventory preparation;
Design coastal resource inventories for each participating nation to provide baseline
data for project activities, such as vulnerability assessments, coral reef monitoring,
economic valuation, etc.; and
Prepare coastal resource inventories,
The expected outputs of the inventory of Coastal Resources and Use (ICRü)
component of the CPACC project include the dwelopment and use of the institutional
fiamework, technical capacity and equipment for the inventory and analysis of coastal
zone resources, as well as their conditions and uses.

Secondly, an inventory of physical

and biological resources in Caribbean coastal areas, as weil as their current uses and users
will be created.

Thirdly, country-specific mapped outputs for use in Ir\.tcp!ed Coastai

Zone Management (ICZM) and planning will be generated (CPACC, 1999).
By January 2000, the coastal resources use and user data fiom the CPACC
project's third m p o n e n t m e boa8 hirther analyzed by the ~ e g i o n iProject
Implementing Unit (RPIU)of the Centre for Resource Management and Environmental
Studies (CERMES) at the University of West Indies

o.
Howwer, preliminary

Government of Dominica

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change

Canbbtan: Planning for Adaptations to
Global Climate Change

Environmental Coordinating Unit
(National Impltmentation Coordinating Unit)

CPACC Component 3:
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und Use"
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Figure 5: Cümate Change Project Implementation in Dominici
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work has also begun upon the CPACC Pilot Project #7 "Economic Valuation of Cousta/
and Marine Resources".

Component 7 is perceived as being a key contributor to the

development of Component 4, "Formularion of a Policy Framework for Integrated
Coastal and Marine Management ".

Additionally, it should inform the developments

emanating from Component 8, "Formulation of Economic

/

Regulatoty Proposols".

Component 7 is one of five pilot projects being administered amongst the 12 participating
countries.

This particular component is being administered in three pilot countries with

varying foci: St. Lucia (tourism); Trinidad and Tobago (industry); and Dominica (potential
eco-tourism).

The Environmental Coordmting Unit will continue to serve as the

administrative body for the CPACC Project.
The overall objective of the component is "to assist participaring countries to
apply the tools of resource valuation, environmental accounting and environmerrial
decision-making for use in the development of policy fiameworks and ecorromic ami
regulatoty approaches within the context of the coastal and marine resoiirces and

CPACC objectives " (RPIU, 1999).

3.5 Methodolow of Im~lernentationof the UNFCCC in Dominica
The Caribbean: Planning for Adaptations to Global Clirnate Change (CPACC)
project is a regional enabling activity of the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC).

The CPACC project wu devised by the leaders of the

twelve member States of the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) in order to assist with
meeting the mandates as stipulated in the UNFCCC.

The CPACC project attempts to

provide background information that will assist with preparations being made for the
potential effects of giobai c i i i t e change, and the associated sea level rise.
Therefore, the Commonwealth of Dominica has aiready perfonned preliminary
work upon the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)
with the advent of the CPACC project and the collection of baseline data. The first phase
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involved an Inventory of Coastal Resourees and Use (KRU), Component Three of the

CPACC project, and was conducted in Dominica in August 1999.
The objective of the KRU component of the CPACC project is to fiirther develop

the national inventory of coastal resources to provide the necessary baseline data for the
execution of other project activities.
In Dominica, the first phase of the KRU was completed through the
Environmental Coordinating Unit (ECU) of the Ministry of Agriculture and the
Environment. Mr. Mullan and 1 collected information on available coastal resources and
use by conducting inteniews with senior- and mid-level Government officials responsible
for coastal and near-shore information relevant to the CPACC project. This information
covers fifieen sub-categories of data: Agriculture, Beach Morphology, Coastal Sea
Defense, Fishing, Housing, Industry, Infi.astnicture, Marine Communities, Oceanographic,

Parks 1 Reserves, Rare Species, Recreation, Tourism, Waste Disposal and Water Quality.
The objective of Component 3 is to fiirther develop each participating country's
inventory of coastal resources and use.

This particular component is regional in scope,

and is being implemented in the foilowing twelve CARlCOM States: Antigua and
Barbuda, Barbados, Belize, Dominica, Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, St. Kitts and Nevis, St.
Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, The Bahamas, and Trinidad and Tobago.
Component 3 will be implemented in seven modules, as follows: Data Assessment;
Data Cataloguing; Development of Metadata; Database Design; Data Collection; Data
Automation 1 Conversion; and Database Implementation and Training. Each of the seven
modules will be implemented in three broad phases, narnely;
1.

Information assessment, cataloguing and data base design;

2.

Training in cataloguing and digitkation of coastal resource information; and

3.

Preparation of spatially referenced coastal resource inventories.

The results generated fiom this component, within each country, will be usefiil for:

A

Assessment of caastal zone vulnerability to s
a level rise;

B.

Provision of critical data for pilot project activities; and

C.

Assisting countna with the design, development and ùnplementation of progcams
in integrated wastal zone management (Alieyne Planning Associates Inc., 2000).

In the Caribbean, this project is administered by the Regional Project Implemerning
Unit @
P
u of the Centre for Resource Management and Environmental Studiw

[CERMES)at the University of the West Indies (UWI), Barbados.
Questionnaires and the resulting data were provided to the RPIU.

Cornpleted
Myself and Mr.

MuUan, on behdf of Dominica, were formally remgnized by the RPïü as having provided
the most complete and comprehensive set of questionnaires of al1 of the islands in the

Caribbean (CERMES, 2000).
Coastai resource data requùed for the proposed project includes coastai physicai
characteristics, naturai environments and information on the use of coastal areas and
resources.

The inventory takes into consideration the widely varying coastai zone

resources, existing inventories and andysis capabilities located in the Eastern Caribbean
region.
The objective of the ICRU is to funher develop each participating nation's
inventory of coastai resources to provide the necessary data fur the execution of fiirther
project activities.

The main activities of the KRU component of the CPACC project

include:
the collation and computerization of aii existing relevant data;
the development of an inventory of wastal resources and use data; and
the development of a Geographic Infotmation System (GIS) capable of performing an

inventory and analysis of ICRU-relevant data (CPACC, 1999).
A regional training course will be provided through the CPACC program ta facilitate

improved data management.

The objective of this phase of the ICRU component is to identify the availability of
coastal and near shore data relevant to planning for and adapting to global ciiiate change.

Findings fiom this phase of the KRU component were bascd upon interviews conducted
with Guvernment officiais in the Commonwe.aith of Dominica.

Mr. Muiian and 1 conductecl the work involved in this phase of the ICRU

component, the identification of existhg coastal and near shore data, for the Dominica's
Environmental Coordinating Unit (ECU).

Fundimg for Our work was provided by the

Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) and was administered by the
Organization for the Cooperation in Overseas Development (OCOD).
Preliminary analysis of the data indicates that the Commonwealth of Dominica has
the most comprehensive data set amongst aü 12 islands involved in the CPACC Project.
A follow-up visit was conducted by Ms.Shaiba Ali, a mernber of the CPACC RPIü staff,
we met

in order to v e e the data, discuss the methodology employed and meet with some

of the Government oficiais that provided information.

Further analysis of the data

continues at the Centre for Resource Management and Environmentai Studies
(CERMES), University of West Indies, which acts as the CPACC Regional Implernenting
Unit 0.

In addition, Dominica has embarked upon the CPACC Pilot Component 7:
"Economic Vulirarion of Coasiai and Marine Resmrces". Mr.Gerard Hill, the interim
director of the Environmental Coordinating Unit, continued to serve as the National Focal
Point (NFP) for the CPACC Projcct.

A number of responsibilities are expected of the

NFP:

Selection and organization of Component Tearn and Team Leaders;
Selection of study areas and organization of final site selection;
Dissemination of relevant materids;
Assist and facstate the consultants in establishing contact with the relevant

stakeholders and Governmmt agencies;
Facilitation of regular reporting to CPACC / RPW on the progress of the PiIot
Project; and
0

Identification of capacity gaps and make recommendations on persons to be trained as

part of CPACC component hplementation (RPlU,ls99).

Work bzgan in Dominica upon CPACC Pilot Component 7 in November 1999.
The Environmental Coordinating Unit,in conjunction with the Ministry of Agriculture and
the Environment, selected a Component Team to lead the project. Representatives were
caretùlly selected fiom the Minisüy of Agriculture and the Environment, Fisheries
Division, Agriculture Division and the Ministry of F i c e , Industry and Planning.

At

which time a representative fiom CPACC, Ms.Leisa Perch, and severai accompanying
consultants visited the idand on December 8-10, 1999 to discuss the logistics of
implementing the Pilot Project.
1 was involved in a workshop conducted on December 9' for the Component Team

and CPACC representatives to discuss possible study site areas. Two possible sites were
identified: Scotts Head - Soufriere Marine Reserve in the south and Cabrits National Park
on the north of the island.

1 was then responsible for escorting the Component Team on

site visits to each of these areas in order to determine which might prove to be most
suitable.

Amongst the critena used to decide were: existing coastai resource use data,

community interest in participating with the study, quantity and diversity of coastai
resource uses, susceptibiity to sea-level rise and geographical size of the study site.
Following our deliberations fiom a second meeting, the unanimous decision was to
use the Scotts Head

- Soufiiere study site for the CPACC pilot project.

There is a

multitude of coastal resource usages in this ma, includiig small-scale fishing industry,
marine biology research, snorkelling, scuba diving, sea bathing, guest houses, restaurants
and local comrnunity inhabitants. An additional deciding factor favounng the selection of
this site is the existence of a local comrnunity-interest group, called the Local Area
Management Authority (LAMA), which is a vaiuable resource for data collection,
community involvement and local lmowledge support.
Proceediig the determination of site selection, members fiom the CPACC
Cornponent 7 Team attendeci a Metadata T e n g Workshop bwn December 13' to 17'
at the Geographic Information System (GIS) Laboratory of the Department of Lands and
Surveys, University of West Indics, St. Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago.

Training
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provided during this Workshop was intended to help each country's National
Implementing Unit 0to be better equipped to proceed with the project methodology.
In March 2000, a Data Assessment Suwey Report and an accompanying Appendk
3 : Summary of Questionnaire Responses was released by the University of West Indies for

review by the National Focal Point, National Implementation Coordinating Unit and the
respondent agencies.

My contribution involved circulating the data assessment,

attempting to clarifi any identitied areas of concem (i.e. data gaps) and creating a report
for the RPïü on any new developments siince the release of the data assessment.
The data assessrnent is a critical module of Component 3 - Inventory of Coastal
Resources and Use. The survey has assessed the status of coastal resources management
data in Dominica, and identifies gaps in the existing data.

This assessrnent will enable

CPACC to assist in the identification and procurement of new data to support the
implementation of Component 7 - Economic Valuation of Coastai and Marine Resources.

3.6 Results of the UNFCCC Proiect in Dominica
3.6.1 Component 3 Data Assesment
In Dominica, CPACC Component 3 hventory of Coastal Resources and Use

(KRU) has not proceeded beyond the Module 1, Data Assessment.

Upon completing

the KRU survey in Dominica, the data we generated were sent to CERMES for analysis.

The Component 3 Data Assessment was generated and sent back to Dominica.

The

principal objectives of the assessment are (AUeyne Planning Associates, 2000):

i.

To undertake an evaiuation of the integrity and usability of available data sources,
while indicating their strengths and weaknesses;

ii.

To idente critical data gaps and possible options for filling those gaps, with
consideration to tacton such as h c i a l costs, time constraints and likely uses for
which the data would be requued;

iii.

To assist with the identification of additionai existing data sources, which may
have been omittcd by individuai countnes;
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To review present data collection methdologies and idem* weaknesses and

iv

training opportunities, where necessary; and
To assist with the identification and clarification of critical coastal management

v.

issues based on each counws priorities.
A data assessment report produced for the University of the West Indies serves as

the first phase of the data assessment process.

A summary evaluation of the status of

perceived data availability and quality is provided for each country.

The focus is to

identify critical issues which can impact the timely completion of the data collection

process, and possibly compromise the integrity of the available data.

Once data are

retrieved, the information will be used in the Initial National Communication on Climate
Change for the UNFCCC Project.

3.6.2 Inventory of Coastal Resources and Use Data for hminica
The principal instniment employed to accompiish the data collection objectives
was a

simpie, yet detailed standard questionnaire divided into fifieen sections, including:

Oceanographic Data; Water Quality; Beach Morphology; Marine Comrnunities and
Habitats; Rare / Threatened / Endangered Species; Fishing; Agriculture; Housing;
Tourism; Recreation; Industry; uifrasmicture; Coastd / Sea Defense; Waste Disposal; and

The data generated by the administration of the
questionnaire by the Environmental Coordinating Unit, acting as the CPACC National
Implementation Coordimting Unit,was sent to the University of West Indies for anaiysis.
3.6.3 Data Assessmentfor rAie CPACC Cornpunent 3 Questionnaire
The data fkom the CPACC Component 3 were analyzed by members of the
Coastat and Marine Parks and Reserves.

CPACC Regional Project implementing Unit (RPlü), and a Data Assessment Report was

generated.

The Report outlined the areas of data sufliciency, need for fiinher analysis

and data gaps.

Table 4, on the follawing page, graphidy displays the findings of this

report:
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Table 4: CPACC Inventory of Cowtal Resources and Use Data Assessmcnt

Data
1 Elcctronic 1 Data Gaps
Consistcncy Format

Section

1

Data
Suffîciency
Neeù for
fwiher analysis

Not Complete

Wave p e n d data collection
frcqucn9'

Hi@

No

Temp.. DO, chlorophyll a
f a d stnptaxiccus

Adequate

Low

No

Nearshorc bathymemy

Need for
fiirther anaiysis

Manne
Communities

High

No

None

Adequate

Endangered
S pecies

Medium

No

Estimated stock, location

Aàequate
(subject to
verfication)

Fishing

Hi@

Yes

None

Adequate

Agriculture

High

Yu

Bousing

Low

No

Lot sizes. property values

Need for
M e r analysis

Tourism

Low

Yes

None

Need for
m e r analysis

Recreation

Low

No

No data available

Need for
further analysis

hdusîry

Low

No

AU exccpt maaufacnuing

Need for
further analysis

Medium

Ya

Numbcr and location of

N d for
fuither analysis

Oceanogrnphy

Law

Water Quaiity
Beach
Morphology
I

hfrastructure

Need for
Non-livestock stock size and
numerous incomplete data sets further analysis

whvcs, jmia and ports

No data available

N d for
furtheranaiysh

No

None

Need for
fürther analysis

No

Nom

N d for

Comaîai
Detenst

Low

No

Water Disposai

Law

Manne Parks

Low

I

hirtber analysis
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3.7 Discussion & Analvsis
Given the present circumstance in the Commonwealth of Dominica, as a
representative small island developing state, provisions have to be made for the advent of
global climate change.

Throughout the adysis of the 15 categories of the CPACC

questionnaire, as depicted in Table 4, a number of recurrent themes appeared, including:
Need for data conversion fiom hard to electronic format;
r

Inconsistencies amongst respondents for identical questions fkom the survey;
Absence of pnmary and secondary information sources to serve as data verification
measures; and
Lack of data for critical data subsets or even entire categories (e.g. Recreation,
CoastaV Sea Defense).
Over the past five years, many of the Govemment ministries have been gradually

converting their filing systems to an electronic format. This process, however, will take
time as the required resources are very swce. There is a lack of computers available, as
well as people trained in cornputer usage.

Consequently, CPACC will have to provide

technical, financial and hurnan resource support if the required data are to be provided
electronically and in a timely fashion.
Many of the inconsistencies provided by the various respondents are directly
attributable to the lack of communication and coordination amongst the various
Govemment ministries. in areas where juridiction ofien overlaps, little effort is being
made to work together and jointly manage activities. The consequences of these actions
are clearly depicted amongst the numexous contradictions provided by the respondents
fiom various Govemment departments. Otten is the case when one department is entirely
unaware of the activities of another department, even in cases where they may be working
upon the same material.

Thus, confision and inconsistencies are inevitable when each

department is working in isolation fiom one another.
Such a lack of coordination within Govemment has other implications as well.
Not only would contradictions in data bc rcsolved if increased communication and
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cooperation were fostered, but there would aiso be a built in data verification method. By
retaining a degree of autonomy, while still cooperating, each Govenunent department
could help to ver@ the accuracy of each othen data in areas where there is jurisdictional
overlap.
As witnessed by particdar categories of the questionnaire, there are some sizable

gaps in Dominica's data collection agencies. Consideration of global climate change and
its many far-reaching implications are a new phenornenon for the Comrnonweaith of
Dominica. Thus, the CPACC questionnaire provides a vaiuable service by highlighting
the areas that Dominica is deficient with regard to data collection.

Such a broad

encompassing regional survey will d o w Dorninica to remain up to date with modern
climate change data requirements, as well as establishing a universal standard for the
region.

3.8 Conclusion
The Commonwealth of Domi~ca, and other less developed countries, are
embroiled in a debate over the responsibilities, conditions and mandates of multilateral
environmental agreements (World Resources Institute, 1990). Fundamentally, the issue
stems from the question of " W hmes w h ? " with respect to North-South relations. in
1999, the Christian Aid organization posed this query relating to areas of climate, debt,
equity and survival. It suggested, "its (ihe North) exploitation of the climate means thal
it

hm a greater debt to pair countries d the global commnity than poor countries do

in reverse ".

The prernise being rich countries owe a vast environmental debt to poor

countries.
This issue of environmental dcbt vcrsus foreign debt amongst nations of the North
and South has die repercussions upon the ncgotiation of global environmental treaties.
The massive foreign debt of less deveioped countries provides great leverage for creditors
of more developed countries when negotiating international treaties.

Thus, it has been

suggested that progress on debt cancellation would aiso remove one of the obstacles to
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fuller participation by poor countries in international environmental negotiations (Christian
Aid, 1999).

Although the debate over human induced climate change continues, already
The development of the United Nations

precautionary efforts are being made.

Frarnework Convention on Climate Change w u the first step.

Many regionai

agreements have also been made to support and assist with the goals, mandates and
responsibilities under the UNFCCC.

This has been especially evident in the areas

determined to be most at nsk to the detrimental effects of global c l i a t e change.

These

include the small island states (Maldives, Caribbean, Marshal Islands), the low-lying delta
states (Bangladesh, Egypt, Vietnam, China) and the drought-prone states (Middle Eastern
countries, Saharan and Sub Saharan Atnca) (Christian Aid, 1999).

Dominica and the

other eleven members of CARICOM have adopted a precautionary approach in order to
determine preventative measures for sea-level rise, natural disasters and other destructive
attributes of global climate change.
The CPACC project originated at the Global Conference on the Sustainable
Development of Small Island Developing States (SIDS), held in Barbados in 1994. The
CPACC project is of immense importance as the low lying islands of the Caribbean have
been determined to be one of the more vulnerable areas to climate change and sea level
rise.

Despite the financial, technical and administrative support that CPACC receives as

an enabling activity of the UNFCCC (UNFCCC, 1992), debate still continues over
whether climate change is human induced.

Many of the policy makers and political

authorities in Dominica support the theory that correlates climate change with increased
severe weather activity (Williams pers. cornm., 1999; Hill pers. comm., 2000; Magloire
pers. comm., 1999).

Traditionally, Dominica had hurricane activity on a decadal scale,

with recorded hurricanes dating back to 1813 (Honeychurch, 1992). However, over the
last 20 to 30 years Dominica has been ravageci by an increasing number of exuemely
strong humcanes acwrding to personal communication with Mr.Nathaniel Isaac (1999),
National Head of Dorninica's Department of Meteorology.

In 1979, Humcane David
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lefl three quarters of Dominica's population homeless (Menhinik, 1989; Honeychurch,
1992). Hurricane Allen followeâ only one year later in 1980, and there have been 4 more
humcanes leading up to the most recent event, Humcane Lemy, in 1999 (Isaac pers.
comm., 1999).

Each of these severe weather events is responsible for loss of lives, as

weii as damaging or completely destroying much of the island's coastal roads, resorts,
communities, other infrastructure and coastal resources.

Hurricanes serve to further

demonstrate the vulnerability and susceptibility of Dominica to the detrimental effects of
global climate change, and the associateci sea level rise.

Although, it is very difficult to

establish a cause-effect relationship between ciimate change, human activity and increased
hurricane activity, many authorities are acting on the side of caution and beginning to take
preventative measures.
As a small island developing state with less than 80,000 inhabitants, Dominica is
deficient in most al1 respects to address such a monumental problem.

With the recent

collapse of the banana industry, which was the foundation and backbone of the local
economy, financial and other resources are especially scarce.
A colossal problem then presents itself as Dominica awaits the potentially
disastrous consequences of global ciiiate change, yet has little in the way of resources to
make any of the necessary and critical preparations.
support is of absolute importance.

Clearly foreign intervention and

Measures are already being taken in this respect,

some of which have been covered in the preceding materiai, including the CPACC project,
UNFCCC and contributions fiom various other areas.

In an age of rapidly decreasing

foreign aid (Christian Aid, 1999), Dominicg cannot &rd,

expect or rely upon this

support into the indefinite future.
Ultimabely, the impending and imperative question to be asked is: "1s the

Commonwealth of Dominica any longer feasible as a soweign state under the current
state of the world economy, enviromnent and socieiy? "

W1th the advent of globalion,

trade liberalization and trading blocks, Dorninica has afready started to show signs of a
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weakening / faihg economy as it stniggies to remain cornpetitive as an independent small
island developing state in the fiercely cornpetitive global market.

Wiih regard ta environmentai conanis, the prospects are no l a s bleak.

As a

srnall voicanic island with a mountainOus interior that is virtuaIly impossible to devebp,
most al1 of the developrnent and ensuhg population concentration occurs dong the coast;
more specifically, along the West Coast as the east side of the island is swept with strong
winds and harsh waves from the Atlantic Ocean.

Much of this development almg the

West Coast is unprotected against the punishing effects of sea-level rise.

Perhaps most

disturbing is the realization that no efforts are yet to be successfd to combat these natural
disasters.

No sea wall, jetty or wave break bas provd sufficient in deterring damage to

development dong this exposed coastline.

As a volcanic idand, with very little

continental sheif, the strength and hry of wave action is not dismpted until it crashes
along the island's coastline.

Admittedty, it is important that projects such as CPACC determine the wastal
resources, uses and vulnerability. Conversely, there must also corne the redition that
certain concessions will have to be made in light of global climate change and sea-lwel
rise.

As a nation, Dominica can i l afTord to make fiirther developments along the coast

ody tu have to rebuiid d e r each natural disaster episode.

A difficdt and distresshg

determination will have to made of what industries, Uifrastructures, communities,
development and activities can be sustainably dcveloped and supported along the coast in
light of the worst and most distic scenarios for global climatc change.

Undoubtedly,

this is a difficult decision to be made, yet it will only becorne more difficult with the
coming of each severe weather event.

In conclusion, Dominica, as part of the larger international MEA community, is
faced with additional giobal environmental problems that require attention and effort in an
attempt to combat.

The second case study to be discussed is that of the utifization and

management of ozone depleting substances.

The problem, actions king taken and

discussion of ozone depletion are fiirther explaineci in the foiiowing chapter, which
outlines the second of three case snidies ta be covered.

Chapter Four

Ozone Depletion
4.1 Chapter Overview
Chapter 4 involves the process of implementation of the Vienna Convention for the
Protection of the Ozone Layer in the Commonweaith of Dominica.

Once the Vienna

Convention was ratified by the Government of Dominica, the Environmental Coordinating
Unit (ECU)was assigned responsibility for implementation and to serve as the National
Ozone Office (NOO).

While assisting the ECU, a great deal of my time was spent: 1)

conducting the 1998 National Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS) Survey; 2) creating the
National ODS Phase-out Draft Policy Document for Dominica; and 3) seMng as the
national representative at the United Nations Environment Programme Meeting of ODS

Caribbean Officers Network in Kingston, Jarnaka (December 14-15, 1999).
4.2 Dedetion of the Ozone Laver
As with climate change, ozone depletion

is a global environmental management

issue that affects and needs to be addressed by al1 nations of the world.

Although the

production of ozone depieting substances is concentrated in the North, atrnospheric flows
result in the depletion of the ozone layer in other parts of the world.

In order to combat

this global environmental problem, consensus and solutions must be sought at an
international level.
The Ozone Layer is found in the stratosphere between 10 - 50 km above the
ground. Ozone molecules have three atoms of oxygen instead of the nomai two. The
Ozone Layer protects us fiom the harmfùl effects of certain wavelengths of ultra-violet

0light fiom the sun, specifically UV-B. Any significant decrease in ozone in the
stratosphere would result in an increase of W-B radiation reaching the earth surface.
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Figure 6: Process of I h n e üepletion Schematic
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Increases in levels of W - B radiation causes increases in skin cancers, suppress the
immune system, exacerbate eye disorders hcluding cataracts, as well as detrimentally
affect plastic materials, plants and animals (WMû, 1998).
Among these ozone deplethg substances are chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),
invented in 1928, and found in aerosols, foams, refngeration, air conditioners, solvents,
fire extinguishers and many other products.

These CFCs are long lived once released

from containment, and eventuaiiy rise into the stratosphere and cause ozone depletion
(Figure 6).

This ozone depletion has been dramatically confirmed through the Antarctic

"Ozone Hole" discovered in 1985 and observations, since then, of ozone depletion have
occurred in the middle and higher latitudes (WMû,1998).

This global environmenta1 problem has continued to grow as a National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) spectrometer detected on September 3,
2000 an Antarctic "Ozone Hole ", or ozone depletion area, that is three times larger than

the entire land mass of the United States (Figure 7).

Dr. Michael J. Kurylo, manager of

the Upper Atmosphere Research Program, NASA Headquarters, Washington, DC States
that: "These observations reinfoce concerns about the fiailty of Earth's ozone layer.

Although production of ozone+&stroying gases hrrs been curtailed under international
agreements, concenmtiom of the gases in the stratosphere are only now reaching their
peak. Due to their long persisteme in the atmosphere, it will be many decades before the
ozone hole is no longer m m a l occurrence, (NASA, 2000).
."

The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) has been addressing this
issue since 1977. Under the auspices of UNEP, the governments of the world arrived at
the Vienna Convention on the Protection of the Ozone Layer in 1985.

Through this

Convention, govemments cornmitteci themselves to protect the ozone layer and to
cooperate with each other in scientiiic research to improve the understanding of
atmospheric processes (Ozone Secretarisrt, 1999).

Total Ozone
[Dobson Units)

Monthiy Averages for October

1.3 Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Omne Laver

4.2. !!2!rfl&x!!fl:t
The 1985 Viema Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Loyer is mother of
the dnhnl bW.As ciirrcnrh?k i n p nddre!s~erlhv the Cnmmnnwenlth nf nnminim

In

1987, the Montreal Protocol on Substances t h Deplete the Ozone Layer was formulnted,
nnd 1 68 rniintriec: hnve tntitied the Pmtncnl .m n f Mnrrih
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Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer and the London
Amendment on March 3 1 1993, and qualifies as an Article 5 (les developed) country.
Additional amendments have been made to the Montreal Protocol, including; The London
Amendment (1990). The Copenhagen Amendment (1992) and The Montreai Amendment
(1997) (UNEP, 1999).

,411 of which Domi~cais yet to rat@ (Laronde pers. corn.,

1999).

The Montreal Protocol establishes a tirnetable for the phasing-out of a number of

Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS).

Furthemore, the Montreal Protocol contains a

"Firiancial Mechanism" with a Multilateral Fund (MF) governed by an Executive

Comrnittee consisting of seven members fiom developed countries and seven members
from developing countnes.

Developing countries, such as the Commonwedth of

Dominica, that are parties to the Protocol are eiigible for financial and technical support
through the Multilateral Fund, that assists them to hlfill their obligations under the
Protocol (UNEP,1999).
As a country operating under Paragraph One of Article 5 of the Protocol (Bojkov,

1995), Dominica has agreed to:
fieeze its consumption of controlled substances under the Protocol by July 1
1999 to 19%- 1997 average levels;

reduce consumption of controiied substances under the Protocol to 50% by
2005;
reduce consumption to 15% of 1999 levels by 2007; and
phase-out controiied substances completely (Oohconsumption) by 2010.
In order to meet these mandates, the Govemment of Dominica has taken initiative
by declaring a National Ozone Office in order to coordiiate the phase-out of al1 controlled
substances.

4.3.2 National Ozone m c e

The Governent of Dominica has designated a National Ozone Office (NOO)
under the Minist~yof Agriculture and the Environment, and it operates out of the
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Environmental Coordinathg Unit (ECU). The NO0 will be constituted within the ECU,
to act as the focal point that coordinates and monitors activities towards a complete

phase-out of ODS. Acting as the NOO,the ECU will have the foliowing responsibilities
(Hl1pers. wmm., 1999):

To formulate and implement the Country Programmeunder the Montreal Protocol;
To establish rehtionships with the Montreai Protocol Secretaria;
To report periodically to the Montreal Protml Secretariat;
To initiate and coordinate activities under the Montreai Protocol; and

TUaddress the social, economic and environmentai implications of the Montreal Protocol.
Accordingiy, Dominica conductecl its first "Surveyof O m Depleting Substances
in Dominica" during the period of May 4* 1998 to June 3oU 1998. The survey helped
to estabiish the levels of irnports and consumption of wntroiied substances.

One

hundred and fourteen persons were surveyed as either individuals or serving as
representatives of businesses that consume Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS),

There

are no known rnanufacturers of ODS in Dominica, dso no exporters of ODS were
identified. Al1 of the ODS consumeci in Dominica is utilized in the refigeration and airconditioning sectors (both private and commercial).

The total 1997 ODS consumption

amounted to 1.40 Ozone Deplethg Potentid (ODP)Tomes, resuIting in a consumption of
0.018 kglcapita (Bellot, 1998).

Information gathered fiom this Survey was used to

create the Country Programme.

The preparation of a ''Country Programme for the Phvzre-Out of Ozone Depleting
Substances" is generaiiy the first step towards obtaining assistance fiom the Multiiateral
Fund.

The objective is to express the Govenunent's cornmitment to take appropriate

actions to ensure wmpiiance with the Protocol.

The Country Programme contains an

d y s i s of the m e n t situation with regard to the production and consumption of ODS,
together with a strategy statement and plan of actions to be adopted by the Govenunent
(MoAE, 1998).

The approval of a Country Programme is a pre- condition for financial
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assistance fiom the MF for investment and uistitutional strengthening projects.
At its 26' Meeting (November 1998), the Executive Committee of the Multilateral
Fund, under the Montreal Protocol, approved the Country Programme for the
Commonwealth of Dorninica.

The amount of fhding for institutionai strengthening is

determined individuaily for each developing country, based upon the request made by each
Article 5 Party.

This is in accordance with the volume of consumption of controlled

substances in the Article 5 corntries, as well as the relative levels of socio-economic
development and the institutional capacities for meeting their obligations under the
Montreal Protocol (UNEP, 1996).
Funding is made available for a three-year period, which is subject to review and
possible renewal for fûrther two year peiods. However, continued fûnding is contingent
upon the performance in achieving the objectives established in the Country Programme,
and iûlfilling the obligations under the Montreal Protocol.

Dorninica was granted US

$65 000, fkom the Multilaterai Fund, to commence in June 1999 and to be completed in

May 2002. In addition, the Government of Dominica agreed to contribute US $1 3 600,
which brings the project's f i i n d i total to US $78 600 (MoAE, 1998).

Technical

assistance has also been provided by the United Nations Environmental Programme, in
part to assist with the First National ODS Survey and the creation of the Country
Programme.
Within the Country Programme, an Action Plan has been devised with steps to be
taken by the Government for an early p h w u t of ODS consumption.

The Action Plan

hopes to ensure a "moothpirase-out withouf causing undire economic hardship to the
inàustrial, commercial and, in parlicuhr, the domestic consumers" (GOCD,1998).

The Government is committed to phasing out the consumption of ODS in a
controlled and cost effective manner.

The necessary steps, as outlined in the Action

Plan, will be utilized to meet the fi-

and carlier phase-out schedule (2005) than that

provided by the Protocol (2010).

Conccrn has bem expresseci by the Govenunent

regardiig the availability of an ODS supply to meet the service requirements of existing
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ODS-based equipment, in order to enable the equipment to operate up to the end of its
economically viable life span.

Therefore, it is expected that most equipment will have

been retrofitted or replaced with ODS-6ee technology by 2005.

The exception being

some limited amounts of CFC-12 based refngeration equipment remaining beyond the
target date of 2005.

in this case, recovery and recycling wiU be strongly encouraged to

meet this requirement. Market forces such as increasing prices, non-availability of ODS
and ODS-using equipment, in conjunction with easier availability of non-ODS using

equipment and reduced prices of "ozonefiiendly"ODS alternatives will play a vital role
in the shift by consumers to ODS-ûee technology, particularly in the commercial and
industrial sector.

4.3.3 Ozune Depleîing Subsîances Phase-Out Action Plan
In order to meet its early phase-out schedule for ozone depleting substances

(ODS),the Government of Dominica has prepared an Action Plan. Covered by this Plan
are ail the activities deemed necessary for the early phase-out of al1 ODS in Dominica by
2005:

Establish the National Ozone Office, within the Environmental Coordinating Unit, as
the focal point for al1 activities related to the Montreal Protocol.
Develop and implement contra1 measures, such as (MoAE, 1998):
3 Restrict imports of ODS-using equipment;
3 Prohibit new enterprises fiom using ODS;

k Certify al1 refngeration technicians;
3 Train and certifL al1 customs officiais;
3 Establish Consumption or "Environmentai" Tax on ODS;
3 Establish impon quotas and licenscs;

P Prohibit investment in building new plants using ODS;
2 Prohibit expansion of existing industry rquiring use of ODS technobgy;

P Reduce irnport tariffs on quiprnent for implementation of ODS phase-out
projects; and
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P Reduce import
r

on equipment using ODS-fiee technology.

Establish a monitoring system for ODS imports and consumption.
Embark upon a public awareness program.
Once created, it was then necessary to determine how best to implement each of the

items identified in the Action Plan.

Consequently, 1, dong with Mr. Martin Mullan

(1999) created the "Dr@ Policy Document for the Phase-Out of Ozone Depleting

Substances in the Cornmumuealth of Dominica".

This Policy Document outlined

specific masures, while also providing a methodology and timetine for implementing the
Action Plan.

Upon completion in December 1999, the Policy Document was forwarded

fiom the ECU to the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Agriculture and the

Environment, Mr. Eliud T. Williams, for his ratification and subsequent approval.

The

revised Policy Document d l then be submitted to the Cabinet of Dominica for it to be
passed into official Government poiicy.
While the above Policy Document was being formulated, the "Second National

Srrrvey of Ozone Depleting Substunces in Dominica" was being conducted.

The Survey

was conducted by the ECU,acting as the NOO, fiom October 1999 until January 2000.

Findings from this survey were important in detennining the trend in ODS consumption
for Dominica. This was necessary, as reporting national consumption rates is a condition
under the Montreal Protocol. Also, al1 of the activities of each of the regional NOOs are
regularly reported at the UNEP Meetings of ODS English-speaking Caribbean Officers
Network.

The last meeting was held in Kingston, Jamaica on December 14-15 1999.

4.4 Methodologv of Im~lementationof Vienna Convention in Dominica
The Environmental Coordinathg Unit has served as the National Ozone Office

(NOO)siice the commencement of the Ozone Depleting Substances Project in the
Commonweaith of Dominica.
Work began on May 4& 1998 when the first annuai
"Survey of Ozone Depleting Substances in Dominica" was conducted.

By June 30th

1998, the survey was complete as 114 persons representing businesses across Dorninica
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had been surveyed.

In conjunction with data gathered fiom the Customs Department,

levels were established for the imports and consumption of ozone depleting substances in
Dorninica (Bellot, 1998).
The information gathered fiom the Survey was then used to m a t e a "Country
Programme for the Phase-Oul of Ozone Depleting Substances".

The Country

Programme was developed to reflect the Government's cornmitment to its obligations as a
party to the Montreal Protocol.

In addition to the findings fiom the Survey, there are

also a number of actions plans and forecasts for the phase-out of ODS in Dominica.
In cornpliance with the efforts behg made for a phase-out of al1 ODS,a second

national ODS Survey was conducted for import and ccinsumption data from 1998.

Data

collection began on October 19* 1999 and continued until December 7"' 1999, and was
conducted by Mr.Kyle Fargey and M. Martin Mullan. A slightly different methodology
was adopted for the second annual Survey as we discovered inconsistencies amongst the
findings of the first National ODS Swey.

Many of the sarne business enterprises were

visited, thus ailowing a comparison in consumption trends to be made.

However, clearly

not ail premises which utiiiie ODS could be visited, especially considering much of the
consumption occurs in private homes. Therefore, the most comprehensive and reliable
data are those fiom the Customs Department as d l ODS imports are carefiilly logged.
However, to my great dismay 1 was informed that the data h m 1998 cannot currently be
retrieved.

Since this time, the computer system at Customs has been upgraded and the

new system is not compatible with the old system, and thus al1 of the old data cannot be
accessed.

Efforts are being made to bring in a foreign technician who might be able to

retrieve the 1998 ODS data. Consquentiy, we were not able to report the findings fiom
the second annual Survey and will not be able to do so until the Customs data is made
available.
Despite not being able to compfete the 1998 ODS Suwey in entirety, reporting
obligations stiii existed under the conditions of an Article 5 cowrtry of the Montreal
Protocol.

Therefore, 1 was selected by the Permanent Sccraary of the Ministry of
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Agriculture and the Environment, Mr. Williams, to represent the Commonwealth of

Dorninica at the üNEP Meeting of ODS English-spding Caribbean Officers Network,
held in Kingston, Jamaica @ecember 14-15, 1999).

1 was responsible for reporting the

amount of ODS consumption in Dominica, whether there had been a reduction in
consumption as well as outlining the activities being pursued to phase-out al1 ODS in
Dominica. Many ideas, suggestions and concerns were exchanged at this meeting, and it
became clear to me that the impediments encountered in Dominica exist throughout other
parts of the Caribbean.

For a multitude of reasons, including lack of financial. techical

or human resources, many of the countries were not able to meet the fùii ODS reporting
obligations established under the Montreal Protocol.
Mr. Mullan and 1 then began to work upon the creation of a "Dral, Policyfor fhe
National Phase-Ouf of Ozone Lkpleting Substances in the Commonweul~hof Dominica".

The fifteen draf€policies contained within this document were based on the "AcfionPlan

und Projecfs- Govemmeni Action" section of the Country Programme for the Phase-Out
of Ozone Deplethg Substances (ODS).
We developed the Draft Policy document in collaboration with Govement agents
and other representatives fiom various organizations who provided their ideas advice and

insights into relevant areas of tbe ODS Phase-Out Program.

A Table of the contributing

individuals and their respective roles can be found in Appendix III.

In addition, we

utilized a number of ODS s p d c üerature sources in the preparation of this Policy Dtaft,
as listed in the Literature Cited.

Much of this matcrial was suppliai by the United

Nations Environment Programme to assist Dominka with its efforts to phase-out ODS.
Feedback fiom aH of the involved stakeholdets, as weii as pertinent Eterary
sources, was collecteci, analyzed and processeci in ordcr for us to create the Policy Dr&

Document for the Phase-Out of Ozone Deplaing Substances in The Commonwealth of
Dominica.
Upon o u - completion of the Draft PoIicy, we submitted it to the Permanent
Secretary of the Ministry of Agriculture and the Environment, Mr. Eliud T. Wfiams,on

December 29' 1999. Once reviewed, revisions and arnendments w i l be made before the
Policy Document is fonnally submitted to the Cabinet of the Commonwealth of Dominica.

Once passed by Dominica's Cabinet, the policy provisions will serve as the enabling
legislation necessary for the implementation of ODS phase-out programs in order to meet
the mandates of the Montreal protocol.

4.5 Results of ODS Phaseout Proiect in Dominica
4.5.1 Phase-out of Ozone Depldng Substances Policy Document
All of the results generated fiom the National Ozone Depleting Substances Project

sought to meet the goal of establishing national enabling legislation that would assist in the
country's phase-out of ozone depleting substances. Thus, material we gathered from the
ODS surveys, ODS Country Programme, intewiews with business and govenunent
oficials and literature searches resulted in the creation of the policy d r a document for the
Phase-Out of Ozone Depleting Substances (Fargey, Mullan, 1999). Appendix IV contains
a tist of the 15 specific policy items covered in this Draft.
This comprehensive set of action items for the phase-out of ODS, covers al1
aspects of reducing ODS irnport, usage and disposal into the atmosphere.

Each of the

action items is explained in much greater depth within the draft policy document. Areas
of objective, methodology, implementing agencies, tiinding and timeline are each duly
addressed.

4.6 Discussion & Analvsis
Much time has passed since March 31 1993 when Dominica signed the Vienna
Convention.

As of July 2000, the Cabinet of Dominica has yet to review the policy

document for the Phase-Out of ODS.

Almost seven years after becoming a member

party of the Vienna Convention and without passing any enabling legislation, in the fom

of a ODS Phase-Out Poiicy, Dominica is unable to officially introduce policy m e a s u s to
reduce ODS consurnption in Dorninica.

Such examples serve to clearly display the huge

discrepancy between signing and becamhg a member party of an intemational multilateral
environrnental agreement, and actually implementing national enabling legislation that wiB
serve to meet the mandates of the MEA
Furthemore, Dominica's present circumstances will not allow most of the action
items to be canied out once the policy document has been approved by Cabinet.

Many

of the Government departments identified as critical implementing agencies are severely
under-stafFed, lack training, deficient of resources and do not recognize ozone depletion as
a serious threat to Dominica.

4.7 Conclusion
The Commonwealth of Dominica and a number of other less developed countnes
are signatories to the 1987 Montreal Protocol.

This, however, is misleading as it is not

the less developed countries of the South that are largely responsible for most of the ODS
production and consumption (Worldwatch Institute, 1999).

The reason behind the

success and widespread international support of the Montreal Protocol lies in its unique
nature.

The Montreal Protocol has been deemed the strongest of the international

environrnental treaties by the Worldwatch Institute Report on Progress Toward a
Sustainable Sociey (1999).

The success of the treaty has been accredited to the unique

provisions, which grant sovereignty to the signatones.

For instance, international trade

of CFCs is restricted with non-parties in order ta eliminate CFC havens.

Industrialized

nations have helped establish a Multlatd Fund of US $750 million to aid less developed
countries in their transition.

F i y , the Protocol requires consent of two-thirds of the

signatories for ratification to the Protocol (Woddwatch Institute, 1999).
Unlike other MEAs, the Montreai Protocol rewgnizes that ncher nations have
caused more of the problem and need to take the lead in providing a solution (Roodman,
1999). Accordingly, industriaiid nations have an accelerated ODS phase-out schedule,

granted developing nations a ten year grace period, established the Multilateral Fund,
fùnded most of the research on CFC substitutes and agreed to reimburse developing

nations for ail incremental costs for wmplying with the Protocol (Roodman, 1999). Al1
of these provisions provided in the Montreal Protocol are of great value in forging a North

- South partnership.

Despite al1 of the concessions by the North, they are still smaii

relative to the h r e potential costs of ozone depletion in ternis of skin cancer, crop losses
and other damages.

achieving "a treaty

Of al1 the MEAs, the Montreal Protocol goes the tùrthest of
t h

serves each nation's interest, and ut a price that each

cm

afford "(Roodman, 1999).

Despite the merits of the Montreal Protocol given the present state of affairs in the
Commonwealth of Dorninica, social and economic considerations still often take
precedence over the environment.

Thus, environrnental considerations must be

prioritized and the swce resources available must be allocated accordingly. With this in
mind, one wonders if ozone depletion should be deemed as one of the more important
environrnental problems on the island.
With a population of less than 80 000, there has only been minimai amounts of
usage of ODS in the air conditionhg and refngeration sectors and never been any
production on the island. From a more global perspective of ozone depletion, Dominica
is a ver- minor player.

By no means is ozone depletion an insignificant global

environrnental problem, although Dominica was neither the cause, nor does it have the
resources to be the solution. The cause and subsequent solution must therefore lie in the
hands of the more industrialized nations.
As stipulated in the provisions of the Vienna Convention, as an Article 5 Country,

Dominica has more lax regdations than those of the industrialized world. Consequently,
if the industnalized nations are to fuffill theu responsiiities and obligations under the
Vienna Convention, then small island developing nations such as Dominica will require

little effort to phase-out remaining ODS stocks.

Once ODS is no longer produced and

exported by foreign nations, then Dominica and other countries with similar circumstances

will have no choice but to retrofit or replace equipmetit that once required ODS.
Already this trend has becorne evidmt in Dominica as imports of alternative "Ozone
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Friendly " gases, such as R 40 1 and 4044 are increasing while ODS imports have started
to decline (Bellot, 1998).

Ozone depletion is a very serious problem, although the Commonwealth of
Dominica is extremely Wted in its ability to combat this global environmental problem.
At a time when socio-economic hardship takes precedence, Dorninica rnust carefully

choose which environmental problems are of greatest national significance and weigh this
against the internai ability to address the problem.

Under this approach ozone depletion

would most probably not be dedicated a tremendous amount of resources.

BY

cornparison, areas such as biological diversity conservation would be of far greater
national significance.

As eco-tourism flourishes in Dominica and serves as one of the

few bright lights in the national economic outlook, biodiversity conservation becomes of
extreme importance.

The subsequent chapter will concentrate upon the third and final

case study, which deals with Dominka's efforts under the Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD).
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Chapter Five
Biodiversity Conservation
5.1 Chapter Overview
Chapter 5 covers the implementation of the Convention on Biological Diversity

(CBD)for the Commonwealth of Dominica.

As the ''Nature Island of the Caribbean",

Dorninica has a rich history of biodiversity conservation. The Environmental Coordinating
Unit (ECU), serving as the National Implementing Unit (NIU), is responsible for the
creation of a National Biodiversity Strategy, Action Plan (NBSAP) and First Report to the

CBD. While assisting the ECU, 1 was active in gathering and fonnulating preliminary
material for the National Biodiverstiy Strategy and Action Plan and Fint Repon to the
CBD, as well as serving as the national focal point for the creation of the United Nations
Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD).

5.2 Bacbround on Dominica's Biodiversity
The island of Dorninica (Figure 21, with an area of 75 1 square km is the largest,
and most northerly of the Wmdward Islands in the Eastern Caribbean (Figure 1).

Its

humid tropical marine climate is amongst the wettest in the Cmibean, with precipitation
ranges fiom 4 000 mm to 10 000 mm per annum in the interior.

Consequently, lush

tropical vegetation and abundant fieshwater resources, with over 350 rivers, are found
throughout al1 parts of the island.

Dorni~cais characterized by very rugged and steep

terrain with high volcanic peaks rising in the south to 1424 m (Mome Trios Pitons), and in
the north to 1730 m (Mome Diablotin). Such mountainous topography has an important
orographie influence on ciimate, land use and the general physical development of the

island.

Flatter areas are restricted primarily to river valleys, the coastal areas of the

Northeast, and an area in the centre of the island known as Belles Wet Area (CCA, 1991).

The terrain and clirnate has been largely responsible for creating a wide diversity of
vegetation types that Vary with the elevation and exposure to strong and steady trade

winds, that blow in a westward direction between the Atlantic-Azores Subtropical High
Pressure and the inter-Tropical Convergence Zone. These winds contact the island kom
the north-east, throughout most of the year, but a south-easterly pattern develops during
the summer. As a result, there are nine predominant vegetation types on the island:

Table 5: Types of Vegetation in Dominica
Location in Dominica

Vegetation Type

Dominant 1Chancteristic Species

Swamps forest

Pterocarpus oficinalis and various North-west areas
mangrove genera

Littorul woodland

Coccoloba uvvera, Erithalisfiuiticosa Windward coast
and Chrysobalamrs icaco

Dty scrubland

Endemic Sabinea carinalis
(national flower)

Deciduousforest

Coccoloba venosa and Ryhticocus as High rainfall interior and large
well as Sloanea, Talauma, Onnosia and areas of rain f o r a (highiands
Drussia
below 330m)

Mantane ruinforest

Podmarpus coriacerrs

Efln woodland

Prestolea montana, and Geonoma Elevations higher than IOOm

Slightly higher ground on the
Leeward coast

South end of island

du.ssi~lt4.

Fumarole vegeîaîion

Tibmchina omata and Pitcairnia Geothennal areas
micotrinensis (endemic species)
(ex. Vaiiey of Desolation)
-

Secondury rainforesî Miconia mirabilis and
schreberiana
Mature rainforesî

DacryOCies
caribaea

excelsa and

~p

Cecropia Areas where Ïnature rainforest
was disturbed
A m m Towards interior and not
below 330m

Source: (CC4 1991)
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The variety of vegetation types supports an extraordinarily high species
biodiversity, relative to other islands in the Caribbean (James, 1996), for an island
encompassing such a srnall area (751 lcm squared).

Much of the island, 60-75%. is still

covered with undisturbed forest, r e p r e s h g the most extensive areas of rernaining forest
in the Lesser Antilles (ICBP,1990; Evans, 1989).

Over 1600 flowering plant species

have been recorded on the island, with an average of 60 woody plants and tree species per
hectare.
Dorninica is home to the most diverse assemblage of wildlife remaining in the
islands of the Eastern Caribbean.

Numerous biological surveys have been conducted

upon the wildlife of the island, beginning in the 1960s with Chace and Hobbs (1969) and
Jones and Schwartz (1967).

More recently work has been performed by Evans (1986,

1988, 1989), Faaborg and Arendt (1985), and Swank and Julien (1975).

The tenn

f'wildli$e" will be used to include vertebrates, as well as terrestriai and aquatic decapods

and crustaceans.

There are 166 bud species, includiig 50 resident species and two

endemic parrots, the Red-Necked (Jacquot), Amasona arauica, and Imperia1 (Sisserou
national bird represented on the flag), Amarona imperialis.

-

Other species of limited

distribution, include the endangered black-capped penrel (Pter&uma haritata), the blueheaded hurnmingbird (Cyanophaia bicolor), the plumbious warbler (Dendrocia plurnbea),
the scaly-breasted thrasher (M~vgaropsfiscus)),the trembler (Cinchcerthia n'ficauh)
and the forest thrush (Cichihenniniaherminiert).

Twenty species of fieshwater and land

crabs, twelve native species of terrestrial marnrnals and four species of marine turtles alsr,
have been identified on the island (James, 1999).
in addition to this rich terrestrial biodiversity, Dominica aiso has outstanding

marine biodiversity.

Much of the marine biodiversity is associated with the extensive

coral reef system that extends dong much of the West Coast of the idand.
Consequently, Dominica has ban p l a d amongst the top five scuba diving destinations in
the world.

Popular attractions include pods of humpback, sperm and piiot wMes as

well as striped and bottle-nosed dolphins. Migrating sea turtles can also be found laying

pl rit^ 9:

Rn3 rnnotrirtnr hit f car, ar hindnwnity i s thrrntcncd hy drvrlnnmcnt
-

'Ws bird is thc Sisscrou (:Irnuzcinu imprriulis)
Parrot, It is ihc national syinbol Sir Doninka uici
adorns the couniry's coai olarms and ilag. Ii rnaq
be the oldest species of arnuon pmot in the
world and is indigcnous only to L)onUnica. Ntcr
ihousands of years on this isiand. the Sisserou
h d s i t d on the brink O t' extinction dur to the
cvcr-incrcasing huma population. dcforcstation
and poûching oîthis bcautiful bird.
In 1976 the Commonwealth of Dominica pssed
the 120restry and Wildlife Act to give maximum
protection to the Sisserou. mriking it itlegal to
hunt or own. Conservation sff'oi-ts. including n
breed and relcase program. are iindcrway. U?iiiri
visiting Dorninica you ma' scc thc birds in thc
Botanical Gardcns in ihc capilal c i l ol' Koscau
(Banc Caribc. 1000).

Plate 10: Sioocmii p n m t . rndrmic tn flnminicn. thcir ~ n d a n y e d
nntinnnl hird

eggs on the beaches during the appropriate season.

Members of the Fishenes

Department closely monitor populations of each of these species (Magloire pers. comm.,

zooo).
The rich and diverse naturai resource base and largely unspoiled landscape has led
Dominica to becoming known as the "Nature Islund of the Cmibbean".

However,

terrestrial and marine biodiversity is coming under increasing pressures fiom the island's
econornic development, based pfimarily on agriculture (bananas) and agro-processing.
Recently, expansions in the manufacturing and especidy the tounsm sector have fwther
threatened biodiversity conservation. Additionally, practices for sewage, solid waste and
industrial wastewater disposal for the 71 183 population present potentially serious
pollution problems, which jeopardize the health of the marine and fiesh water resources.

The increased activities in the tourkm sector pose problems related to over-visitation,
exerting stress on many of the island's natural resources sites including the Boiling Lake,
nurnerous popular waterfds and forest hiking mils (NDC,1997).

5.3 Biodiversitv Conservation in the Caribbean
Biodiversity conservation in the Caribbean islands is an especially imperative case
given the small area of some local habitats, the high incidence of endemism and the high
regional vulnerability to natural and human-induced disasters.

In addition, the region's

flora and fauna are economically, ecologically and socidy important as they constitute
one of the primary resources for development (Djoghlaf, 1999).

To address this issue

the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP),in wnjunction with the Global
Environmental Facility (GEF),crcated a project to help provide solutions: "Consewing

Biodiversity and Preventing Lund Degrariarion in Small Island Ecosystems in the

Curibbean".

Amongst the counuies for this Project to be initiated are: Antigua and

Barbuda, Barbados, Dominica, Grenada, Jamaica, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Lucia and St.
Vincent and the Grenadines (UNEP 1 GEF, 1999).
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The particular environmental conditions found in the Caribbean support the
islands' flora and fauna, which are in a deücate equilibnum with their natural habitats.
Habitat destruction has been ideatified as one of the major causes of biodiversity loss,
On a regionai level, 76% of aü species that are endangered are being threatened by habitat
loss or habitat aiteration.

Habitat destruction throughout the Caribbean islands is the

result of a combination of factors includiig (Muiian pers. cornm., 1999):
Deforestation;
Unsustainable farrning practices;
Overgrazing; and
Unsustainable land use patterns (e.g+growth and expansion of the tourism industry).
Annual deforestation rates in ahost al1 of the Caribbean Vary between 0.8% and
7.2% (FAO, 1997). Dominica has been very proactive in protecting its forests and has

one of the lowest deforestation rates in the Caribbean (CCA, 1991). Over the years, land
degradation has extended into marginal areas, as land has been severely over-used. With

an extremely limited arnount of arable land (only 7% of the island's am), fmers have
been clearing marginal land, often on sttep slopes, to plant more crops.

This has led to

increased pressure upon forests and other natural resource areas (Djoghlaf, 1999).
According to the Global Environmentai Outlook (1998), the biological resources
of the Caribbean and their related ecosysterns are under great pressure.

Aithough this

situation is not unique to the Cariibean, and is simiiar to other regions throughout the
world, there are a nwnber of additional factors that increase the sensitivity and
wlnerability to the ecosysterns of the Caribbean, namely (FAO, 1998):
Steep slopes and rapid changes in topography create small, scattercd ecosytems.
Relatively smail size of the tcosystems.

(Far example, the Wmdward Island dry

forests represent an extrcmely small eco-region estimated at 431 sq. km,, and
especially, when this area is acrually divided among six or eight islands.)
The concentration of population and acbvities over smaii areas (relative to spatiaI
orientations on continental landraasses) intensifies stress conditions.

There is a hi& frequency and variety of natural disasters.
Close association of terrestrial, coastal and marine systems results in collective impacts
among these systems.

(For example, clearing upland areas for farming will create

sedimentation in the rivets and then resuhs in reef degradation upon reaching the
coast).
Current land use practices are resulting in the loss of habitat and biodiversity.
Amongst the most serious activities influencing land use patterns, which result in habitat
los, is the inadequate appreciation of the value of biological resources and the ecological
seMces (i.e. watershed protection, medicines, etc.) provided by habitats. There is also a
lack of land use planning.
regulations.

For example, in Dominica, there are no land-use zoning

Also, the capacity by the stakeholders to effectively integrate biodiversity

conservation into development activities is limited.

Finally, very few alternative

livelihoods exist, in addition to there being inadequate enforcement of existing planning
guidelines (Djoghlat: 1999).
One of the major impacts of current land use practices is increasing land
degradation.

Consequentiy, there are inmeases in soi1 erosion and sedimentation,

particularly during periods of heavy rainfall (rainy season).

These impacts are also

manifested in the coastal and marine habitats; especiaiiy susceptible are coastai wetlands,
seagrass beds and corai reefs.

Consequently, the main problem affecting sea grass beds

in the Caribbean is increased rates of sedimentation.

These same seagrass beds are

responsible for stabilizing bottom sedimcnts that could otherwise darnage coral reefs,
contributing to the retardation of masta1 erosion and providing grazing for sea turtles,
manatees, fish and invertebrates (Djoghfaf: 1999).

The impact of land degradation and the subsequent threat to the regions
biodiversity resources (terrestrial, wastal and marine) must no longer be underestimateci.
integrated resource management is imperative to prevent habitat destruction and land
degradation in island ecosystems.

Due to limited land resources and the ecosystem

complexity, the effects of actions becorne reacüiy apparent.

A chah reaction occurs

where the degree of environmental degradation becomes successively worse with each
passing stage.

Intensified fênning in the uplands creates watershed destruction and loss

of soil fertility that results in higher levels of soil erosion.

A loss of floral and faunal

habitat occurs, leading to sedimentation of water bodies and attendant decline of fksh
water and marine habitats.

This destructive process of land degradation profoundly

affectsthe biodiversity of Caribbean nations (Djoghlafl 1999).
For smaU island developing States (SIDS) with a pnmary dependence on
agriculture and tourism, the deche of productive lands, natural vegetative zones and
coastal habitats has detrimental biological, economic and social impacts.

Govemments

in such areas rnust devise new rnethods of environmental management aimed at reducing
land degradation through the consewation and preservation of biodiversity.

Visible and

tangible benefits will first need to be achieved before such methods are hlly adopted and
implemented throughout the Caribbean region (Djoghlaf, 1999).

5.4 Biodiversitv Conservation in Dominica
5.4.1 Background

Initial steps ta deai with the p r m t i o n and management of biodiversity
resources in Dominica began as early as the 1950s, when the first Forest Ordinance was
enacted. The Forest Ordinance authorizcd the establishment of forest reserves on Crown
Lands and protected forests on private land for purposes of soil and water conservation.
Since this time, a series of acts have been enacted to regulate the use of different
resources. These include ( W D P / GEF, 1999):
Forest Reserve Rules;
Forestry and Wildlife Act;
National Parks and Prottcted Areas Acts (over 20% of the island's area is under
federal protection );
Fisheries Act;
Beach Control Act;
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Water and Sewage Act; and
Pesticide Control Act.

While addressing some aspects of biodiversity, these laws are fragmentecl, largely
Revisions and strengthening are greatly needed,

out of date and contain large gaps.

especially in light of the tremendous pressures currently being placed upon biological
diversity.

Furthemore, the lack of sufficient financial resources, and in sorne cases lack

of political will, have made the enforcement of existing legislation very tenuous.

Also,

pressures exerted on protected areas have risen dramatically as a result of over-depietion
of the resources in surroundmg areas. Moreover, efforts have focused on protection
through restricted-use (mainly research, education and public awareness), rather than
employing biodiversity management and sustainable-use as part of nationid development
agenda (UNDP 1 GEF,1999).

5.5 Convention on BioloPical Diversitv
5.5.1 National Biodiversiîy Sîrategy, Action Plan and First Report to the CBD
The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), created in 1992, is a global
multiiateral environmental agreement that was ratifid by the Commonwealth of Dominica
on Apnl '6 1994 (W,1999).

The general objective of the CBD is to: "conserw

biological divers@, the sustainable use of its components, d the fair and equitable
sharing of the benefis arising out of the utilitarion of genetic resoirrces, including by
appropriate acces to genetic resources and by appropriate ~ransferof re.elevant
technologies, taking into accmnt al1 rights owr those resources and technologies, and by
appropriate funding " (CBD Secretariat, 1999). The Goverment of Dominica, as with
many other parts of the world, recogniws the conservation of biological diversity as an

important national objective.

This project w i l thmfore develop approaches, strategies and mechanisrns for the
protection of Dominica's biodiversity.

Utilking sustainable land use management will

assist to prevent the loss of unique and criticai bialiversity resources. The most effective

mechanism for conserving biological diversity is to prewnt the degradation of habitats
(UNEP I GEF, 1999).

Government of Dorninica (GOCD)and non-governmental organizations (NGOs),
recognize the need to prevent fiirther deterioration in the island's rich biodiversity,
through the development of a National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan (NBSAP).
The NBSAP is intended to put the country on a course towards the sustainable
development of its biodiversity resource. There is an understanding that this can only be
achieved through an innovative, decentralised and participatory approach in which
cornmunities neighbounng protected areas, and conservation area cornmittees, take part in
biodiversity management decision-making, and in the economic benefits that are
subsequently generated (Hill pers. comm., 1999).
While Government's cornmitment to this innovative approach to biodiversity
management is strong, the country still lacks suficient information and evaluations of the
present state of biodiversity related issues (James, 1999).

This is necessary for the

incorporation of specific local strategies into national biodiversity and sustainable
development strategies,

Practical rnechanisms for the decentralised and participatory

decision-making processes need to be strengthened by providing access to information and
data-banks that cover nationai biodiversity information.

The systernatic incorporation of

a broad range of opinions h m local stakeholders into the strategy formulation process
would also be necessary (Wiitiarns pers. comm., 2000).

In addition to the NBSAP,there are other environmental projects, which will assist
Dorninica in its effort to protect and conserve its valuable biodiversity resource.

Most

notably, the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification (UNCCD)is founded
on the premise that al1 fonns of land degradation wiii resuk in dareased land productivity,
and subsequent losses in biodiversity.

Many of the strategics to be outlined within the

National Action Plan to combat land degradation will bave far reaching and bencficial

effectsupon the island's remaining biodiversity. In addition, the Caribbean: Planning for
Adaptations to Global Clirnate Change (CPACC) project will also be of use in identifjing
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( Govemment of Dominin 1
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Convention on BioIogicaI Diversity

I

(National Implementing Unit)

Nationai Biodivcnity Strategy
and Action Pian

Figure 6: Biodiversity Conservation Projeet Implementation
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rare, threatened or endangered biologically diverse species which may be at risk to the
wide array of effects fiom global climate change.

5.6 Methodolom of Im~lementationof CBD in Dominicri
The Commonwealth of Dominica has a long and proud history of conservins the
island's vast array of biological diversity resources.

Initiai steps tu ded with the

preservation and management of biodiversity resources in Dominica began as eariy as the
1950s' when the first Forest Ordinance was enacted. Since this time, much progress has
been made as acts have been passed to protect the island's wüdlife, forests, coasts and
beaches, water and general environmental health (GOCD, 1998).
Despite al1 the efforts being made, serious environmental degradation has occurred
throughout much of the island.

In order to reverse this destructive trend, Dominica has

adopted a new approach to envuonmental management matters.

No longer is emphasis

being placed upon protection through restricted use measures, but rather the concepts of
biodiversity management and sustainable use have taken the environmental forefront.
The Govement of Dominica (GOCD) and non-govemmental organizations (NGOs),
recognize the need to prevent further deterioration in the island's rich biodiversity,
through the development of a National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan (NBSAP).
The NBSAP is intended to put the country on a course towards the sustainable
development of its biodiversity resource (Hill pers. comm., 1999).
The NBSAP project document was created for the Commonwealth of Dominica

on November 21" 1997 by a representative fiom the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP)with ftndig provided by the Global Environmentai Facility (GEF).
The Project Document was signed by the Chairman of the Sustainable Development
Council, Mr. Sheridan G. Gregoire, and the Minister for Agriculture and the Environment,
Honourable Peter Carbon, on April 20' 1998.

The estimated starting date for the

NBSAP was May 1998.
A general methodology has been provided by UNEP to guide the host countries in
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implementing the NBSAP (OIDP, 1997):
Formation of Project Team;
Definition of Methodology and Planning Instruction;
6

Public Awareness Campaign;
Stocktaking and Assessment;

Identification of Options;
Prepare First Dra& of NBSAP;

National Meeting to review Drafi;
Prepare ûnd version of NBSAP;and

Prepare First National Report to the Biodiversity Convention of Parties.
A detailed scheduie, or Standard Activity Matrix, was also provided by the UNDP

in order to carefblly stnicture the NBSAP Project for each host country.

A copy of this

UNDP Matrix cm be found in Appendix V.
Work has yet to f o d y begin on the NBSAP Project in Dominica. However,
some baseline data does exist for the biolagicai diversity resource in Dominica. My work
on this project involved determinhg where areas
data deficiencies.

of biodbersity data existeci, as weii as

1 found the Forestry Division, and in particular Mr. Arligton James

and Mr. Michel Zamore, has ben very active in this are- and will serve as an excelient

source of information (James, 1999; Zamore,1999).

In addition, the CPACC Inventory

Data of Coastai Resources and Use (Component Three) will pmve to be of use. Gaps do
exist, however, as there has never becn a forrnai review of the island's biological diversity

(James, 1999).
1was also responsible for mating and submitting a project proposal to the UNEP

for the United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification(IJNCCD),

The UNCCD

deais more broadly than simply with issues of desertification, and inchdes al1 areas of land
degradation.

1 was, thus, responsible f
ix gathering al1 information pertaining to land

degradation practices in hminica.

1 conducted extensive literature reviews, met with

Iocal experts and presented at a national conference on land degradation in order to gather

as rnuch information as possible.

Once the project proposal is approved by the UNEP,

much overlap will occur between the UNCCD project and the NBSAP project.

This is

due to land degradation being one of the primary causes of biodiversity loss in Dominica
(James, 1999).
In order to get the Biodiversity Conservation Project started, the Governrnent of

Doniinka is searching for a NBSAP Project Coordinator (Williams pers. comm., 2000).
In addition, plans are being made to host a regional biodiversity conference and discuss the

interest and feasibility of establishing a regional biodiversity centre in Dominica (GOCD,
1999).

5.7 Discussion & Analvsis
As the "Nature Isiand of the Caribbean",Dominica has very much at stake when

it cornes to conservation of the island's precious biodiversity resource. This vast, relative

to the island's limited area, biological diversity collection is by far the nation's most
valuable natural resource, and yet it is currently being threatened by a multitude of

development pressures.

Ultimately, for Dominica to succeed sociaily, economically and

environmentaily, al1 sustainable development efforts must revolve around the core
principle of conse~ngthe island's natural biological diversity resource.
Contrary to the two previous environmental management case studies, those
relating to climate change and ozone depletion, biodiversity conservation is a
hndamentally diierent issue.

Both climate change and ozone depletion are very

complex and technical concepts that do not very casily lend to general understanding,
acceptance and participation.

Their repercussions are not clearly evident, measurable or

nor diectly attributable. Such complex global environmental issues are difficult to assess
in terms of cause-effect relationships, determination of responsibility, matters of time

h

e and forecasting.

Consequently, many residents of Dominica, and others nations of

similar circumstance, do not acknowledge these problems or the respective role that
Dominica rnay play in the global response.

Climate change and ozone depletion are
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widely perceived as ramiiications of industrialization in more developed nations, and thus
responsibility lies with these same global environmentai offenders.

In contrast, the issue of biodiversity conservation is a much more localited,
directly attributable, easily understood and widely accepted environmental management
problem.

Unlike other global environmental problems, biodiversity depletion can not be

externalized and deemed a problem originating in and, accordingiy, best addressed by
more developed nations.

Loss of biodiversity is very much a grass roots problems that

can be as easily detected as a graduai reduction in fish harvests in response to mounting

demands and fishing pressure or the extirpation of an indigenous species fiom the island.
Given the present state of affairs and efforts towards sustainable development,
Dominica's environmental management resources are best uiilized and made most
effective if concentrated upon the theme of biodiversity conservation.

Loss of

biodiversity is an irreversible process and the repercussions are so great, far reaching and
complicated that it is not hurnanly possible to predict or forecast.

Both climate change

and ozone depletion can conceivably be reversed and the damage repaired.

Greenhouse

gases and ozone depleting substances emissions can be reduced, and reverse the trend of

accumulating these harmfûl substances in the atmosphere. Tragically, once a species has
been made extinct on this earth, there is no way of bringing it back.
Of particular local relevance is the case of the endangered Sisserou (Amcucinia
imperiaiis), which is an endemic parrot sp&s

found in Dominica.

The Sisserou is the

source of much national pnde as it is the national bird and also occurs prorninentiy on the
state flag (Figure 10) and national coat of anns (Figures 11).

However, with continued

habitat loss and hunting pressure, the dwindling numbers of this mgnificent species are

becoming dangerously low.

With the potentially imminent loss of the Sisserou, the

national flag for the Commonwealth of Dominica will serve as an eternal reminder of the
grave consequences of biodivenity loss.

The disheartening irony may be that only h m

the flag wiil the once proud Sisserou be able to rnajestidy reign over its former

Figure IO: Commonwealth of Dominica's Coat of Arms
Sniirre- < G W n 1999)

"NarureIsland of the Caribbean" kingdom.

Accordingly, reduction of biological diversity should be recognUed as the greatest
global environmentai problem facing the srnail island developing nation of Dominica, and
the rest of the pla.net. The respective state of biodiversity, both nationdly and globdly, is
a clear reflection of the ecosystem's relative health.

With the loss of biodiversity. the

general ecosystem integrity has been jeopardii and lost. Environmental problems such
as climate change, ozone depletion and waste disposal are each reflected in the general
health of the ecosystem, which can be measured by the state of the biodiversity resource.
Thus, biodiversity conservation serves as an al1 encompassing term, which by extension
includes al1 areas of environmental management that assist in maintainhg ecasystem
integrity.

5.8 Conclusion
Despite being in its preliminary stages, Dominica's biodiversity conservation
project wiii be an integral wmponent in the island's quest towards sustainable
development. If the island is to develop sustainably and retain its illustrious daim as the
"Nature Island of the Caribbean", biodiversity conservation will have to be put at the

forefiont of the national agenda.

The success of the biodiversity project, as well as that

of the climate change, ozone deplethg substances and ail other environmental
management projects wiil be contingent upon refining and irnproving the current process
of MEA implementation.
The next and final chapter, Chapter S i examines the impiementation of

multilateral environmental agreements in the Caribbean.

The Chapter conchdes by

providing a number of specific recommendations for improving the method of
implementation and overall success of multilateral environmental agreements.

Summary, Recommendations and Conclusions
6.1 Summarv of MEAs and Sustainable Develo~mentin Dominica
Great opportunity and potential exist for Dominica, and other small island
developing States, to tiirther their sustainable development strategies in conjunction with
the implernentation of national projects resulting fiom becoming party to multilaterai
environmental agreements (MEAS).

Much potential fiinding support exists for the

environmental areas covered within the mandates of the MEAs. Dominica has become a
party to a number of such conventions, including areas of biodiversity, biosafety, climate
change, land degradation (desertification) and depletion of the ozone layer. The scope of
these projects serves to address virtually al1 of the most pressing environmental problems
throughout the island.

Within the national project fiameworks for each of these MEAs,

latitude is allowed for each implementing country to cater the project to their national
environmental objectives.

Thus, support for each of these projects has the potential to

cover the plethora of enviroamental concems in Dominica,

Dorninica, however, lacks a national sustainable development strategy.
Therefore, it is not possible to integrate the implementation of MEAS within this
framework. Consequently, there is a lack of coordination in these areas.

Many of the

benefits and advantages presented by the support provided for implementing national
MEA projects are not ftlly realized.

Such critical aras 8s environmental education,

institutional strengthening, increased legislative capacity and environmental policy
development are ofien ignored.
Numerous impediments exist for the effective and efficient implernentation of

MEAs in Dominica. The principal obstacle is the lack of cicar and concise guidelines for
the implementation of MEAs.

A standard procedure must be developed and adopted

that will allow optimal results and benefits to be garnered fkom al1 MEAs to which the

Commonwealth of Dominica is a signatory.

6.2.1 Iniroductiun

The most effective MEA implementing strategies are those supponed by Iegal,
administrative, institutional, technical and hnding arrangements that dircctly address the
carrying out of the obligations under the various conventions (Anderson, 1999).

Such

provisions serve as a catalyst for ongoing environmental management objectives, ailow for
interna1 capacity building and respond to the requirement of facilitating the long-term
sustainability of environmental management activity.
There are no formal guidelines regulating the implementation of MEAs in any of
the Commonwealth Caribbean countries.

However, various procedures have evolved

over time and some approaches have been discovered to be more successfiil than others.
A critical review of these Guidelines for MEA Implementation have been devised fiom the

expenences of Caribbean countries by Anderson (1999), a law professor at the University
of West Indies (Appendi II). A w e h l examination should be made of this document in
order to determine the best set of guidelines to adopt.
Once a set of guidelines for MEA implementation has been established, effons will
be required to strengthen the institutional capacity of Dominka's lead environmental
agency, the Environmental Coordinating UNt.

The guideline d l be of little use if the

ECU does not have the authority, resources and mandate to carry out its objectives.
6.2.2 Impruved ME4 Implementation in Domr'nica
There are several core issues that continually recurred during my work in
Dominica that 1 deem to be detrimental to the process of MEA implementation. A
number of these matters will first have to bc addressed before Dominica is able to make
substantial improvements in the field of MEA implementation.
1 will focus my
recommendations upon the Environmental Coordinating Unit, as it is the lead

environmentai agency, and is given the mandate of creating national programs to îùlfill the
mandates of international environmentid treaties.

My primary recommendatians are as

follows:

Increased autonomy for the Environmental Coordinathg Unit.
Greater coordination and cooperation both internaliy and externally.
Better allocation of resources to reflect the state of enviromentai concems,

Better understanding of the conimitments, opportunities and impacts of each MEA
Each of these recommendations could serve to substantially enhance Dorninica's efforts to

implement MEAs for a more sustainable future.

In order for the ECU to meet the mandate that it was established to fill, the Unit
wilI have to be aiforded pater autonomy. Atthough only established in 1998, the ECU
is extremely Iimited in its capacities as it has very little fiinctional independence. Since it
has not been granted the status of a Govenunent Division, such as the Forestry, Fisheries

and Agricultural Divisions, the ECU exists shply as a Unit under the Ministry of

AQricuIture and the Environment.

operations.

As such, the ECU has very little control over interna1

Such cornmon daily activities as sending out letters, buying more supplies

(even pens), king staff or planning events cannot be performed without written consent

fiom the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Agriculture and the Environrnent. MY.
Eliud T. Williams.

Needless to say, this highly bureaucratie system can bccome immensely fnistrating
and infuriating. ObviousIy, W. Williams is a very busy man who is also often out of the
country. Thus, many of our activities at the ECU would be put on hold as we awaited

approval fiom the Permanent Secretary. Frquently we would be unable to perform our
work as we had not yet been granted appraval, provided fiinding or supplied with the
necessary resources.

By designating the ECU as a Goverment Division, it would be much better able
tu perform its duties.

The funding allocated under the various MEA conventions to

assist developing countries with imp1ementation shouid be set aside in a special ECU

in addition, daily operating decisions should be made internaily without

account.

requiring approval fiom the Ministry.

Clearly, decisions that have a bearing upon other

areas of g ove nu ne nt should be consulted upon by the Permanent Secretary. Finally, as a

Govemment Division the ECU would be provided with greater recognition and allowed to
fùnction on an equal bais with al1 other Government Divisions. With a Unit status, the
ECU is oEten not very highly regarded, provided a very low profiie and is generally not

weil respected.

The Govemment must show its support for the ECU by providing the

necessary autononiy to enable it to hction more efficientiy and effectively.
Increased autonomy and institutional strengthening has great potential for the

ECU.

With autonomy, comes greater independence and responsibility.

In many

respects, this notion could be extended to make the ECU a strong, independent, national
lead environmental agency. St. Kitts and Nevis could serve as an excellent role mode1 to
emulate as their lead environmental agency has been given the statutory powers to
participate in the negotiation and conclusion of environmental treaties (Anderson, 1999).

Effons to Iessen the gap, between political and technical focal points for MEAs, are of
tremendous importance to the creation of national enabling legislation that allows the
mandates of the MEA to be met.
With greater autonomy, the ECU will be able to foster enhanced cooperation and
coordination both intemally, within Govemment, and externally with other nations. As a
coordinating body, much of the Unit's work involves meeting, confemng, discussing and
consulting numerous bodies thtoughout the Dominican Govemment.

However, no

procedure is in place, which supports the ECU in its effort to work in wnjunction with a
number of different agencies.

A program must be developed that includes working

groups, regular meetings, increased communication and joint efforts.

The key to the

success of the ECU lies in its ability to work as a coordinating mechanism for al1 areas of
Government.

This need for greater cooperation extends extemaiiy as well, beyond the confines
of the island and the Dominican Govemment. Each of the idands in the Caribbean has an
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environmental management organization, in one form or another bat is responsiile for
implementing MEAs.

Due to the obvious similatities in geography, circumstance and

obligations under thesé treaties, there is much opportunity for coordinating efforts. The
current practice is to work independently of one another, although there is a tremendous

By sharing information, foreign

arnount of work overlap amongst the isiands.

consultants, technicd resources and ideas, the islands of the Caribbean could be much
more efficient and effective in their MEA implmentation efforts. A proposa1 of this SOR
has been suggested by the CARICOM Secretariat (1999), a regional organization

representing 12 islands in the Caribbean Cornmunity.

Work is being performed to

determine the logistics of how such an anangement might ultimately work.
Once the ECU has gained more autonomy and is cooperating both intemaily and

externally, the focus must then shift to the determination of priority environmental
management issues.

By performing an exhaustive examination of environmental

problems, concens, issues and trends, the Goverment of Dominica wül be better able to
dedicate their scarce resources into areas of greatest national importance.
While assisting the ECU with its work mandates, it was certainly my impression
and that of other ECU stafF (Hill pers. mm., 1999; Mullan pers. comm.,1999) that a
great deai of valuable time, effort and resources were being misdirected.

Clearly

Dominica has obligations under each of the treaties that it has signed, yet by prioritizing
these environmental issues then resources can be aliocated to reflect their relative ranking

of importance to the CommonweaIth of Dominica.

For instance, biodiversity

conservation has much pater sisnificanceto the "Nmre IsIanà ofhe Cmibbeun", than
ozone depletion to a country that wusumes very littlt ozone depleting substances.
Preliminary work has already been conducted in this area as the Caribbean
Conservation Association (1991) compiled Environmental Profiles for all of the islands
throughout the C a r i b b q inclvding Dominica.

Although no suîh pro& has b e a

conducted since 1991, a general ûamework has been established. Additional information

couid be gathered intenially fiom a number of the ECU's files as weii as consulting with
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the numerous agencies throughout the island that area concemed with the sate of the

environment.

The Dominica Conservation Association, Forestry Division, Fisheries

Division, Environmentai H d t h Division, Agriculture Dision and National Development
Council would al1 serve as excellent sources of information.
Once the ECU has detennined the areas of greatest environmental concern for

Dorninica, it will then be necessary to closely examine al of the MEAs to which it is a

Et was clear through my experiences with the ECU that a better understanding of
the commitments, opportunhies and impacts of each MEA is necessary.
Upon our
paq.

amval at the ECU,much of Our work dealt with searchg through the files to determine
the relative priority of obligations under each of the MEAs.

Thus, much of our work

entailed attempting to meet commitments wltose deadines had already passed or were in
the inunediate h r e , In light of this haphaxard approach, the lirnited resources available

and the fiequent bureaucratie delays, meeting comrnitments was always a difficult task.
To assist with this task, Mr. MuIian and I created the ECU Work Program 2000-2001,
which outlines al1 of the ongoing projects, implementing agencies, objectives and

tirnelines.

Due to al1 the obstacies and restrictions regarding our work, Little chance was
allowed to fiirîher examine the MEAs in greatcr detail to determine al1 of the opportunities
contained within.

Funding provisions, technical supplies, consultant services and other

oppomnities were fiequently overlookcd and never r d z e d . Coordination arnongst the
islands would be of immense d c e in this regard as each idand would not thm have to
dedicate ail of the resources necessaty to carefdly examinhg these often lengthy and
complicated MEA documents.
Once the MEA documents are better understood and al1 of the oppomnities being
afTorded are reaüzed, then Dominia will have a more detined idea of the fidl impact of

such an agreement. The potmial for signifimt positive impacts are deiïnitely contained
within each of the MEAS, yet they are not being realized unda the CUrCent system of
strugghg to meet the minimum reporthg obligations to each MEA seaetariat.

6.3 Discussion & Analvsis
Upon entering the New Millennium, Dominica is poised at an extremely critical
juncture of its development, Sice attaining its Independence in 1978, development has
not occurred in a particularly stmctured mamer, and planning has typically not extended

beyond the five-year term of government office. The creation of a National Sustainable
Developrnent Plan, with a core component being a standard procedure for MEA
implernentation, has the potential to lead Dominica sustainably into the future.
A tremendous opportunity presents itself for Dominica to set

precedent in environmentai management and sustainable development.

an international
Very few places

in the world have been able to retain a natural environrnent as pristine as that found in

Dorninica.

Only in the Dominica is much of the water found in the 365 Rvers clean

enough to dnnk, the air quality amongst the finest in the world, largest remaining tropical
rain forest in the Caribbean, a wide variety of biodiversity, numerous magnificent

waterfalls framed by a tropical jungle setting and some of the top dive sites in the world.
For a11 of those that have had the pleasure of visiting Dominica, al1 could attest that it is
most deseMng of its illustrious claim of being the "Naiure Island of the Caribbean ".
All of the above attributes have come naturally to Dominica, and historidly linle has
threatened this island's environmentai integrity.

However, with the passing of time and

increasing developmentai pressures, Dominica must now take a stand to protect ail that it
has taken for granted for so long.

Conservation measures must now be enacted to

counter the advent of mounting pressures placed upon the environment.

It is at this

important juncture that Dominica must decide upon a path that wül lead it towards a more
sustainable fiiture.
The groundwork has been laid as Dominica has had the foresight and initiative to
protect large tracts of land as National Parks and Forest Reserves.

The t h e has now

come to make a M e r cornmitment to maintain the integrity of the island's ecosystem.
Long-tenn goais must be sought in times of harsh socio-economic circumstances.
immediate measures of additional clearing of marginal lands for agriculture, development
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of fragile ecosystems and exploitation of a finite natural reswrces base will inevitably only
lead to fùrther hardship in the friture.
Great amounts of dedication, carefiil planning and perseverance are critical to
seeing beyond short-tenn economic gains, and striving towards the Io@ heights of
sustainable development.

Now is the time that such a decision must be made.

1s the

Commonwealth of Dorninica simply satisfied with r a t m g each of the these international
environmental conventions and scrambling to meet the minimum obligations under each,
ail in an effort to retain good international relations and create a facade of environmental
wariness?

Or is Dominica ready and willig to commit to a long-tenn sustainable

development plan that incorporates standard guidelines for effective and efficient MEA
implementation in an effort to protect their environment for future generations?
Incorporation of the recommendations listed earlier in this Chapter would be the
first step towards a more sustainable future.

Dominica has become renowned as the

"Nahre Island ofthe Caribbeun", and proudly flies the national fag with the magnificent
Sisserou throughout the land. Historically, a lack of population and limited development
pressure presented little threat to the island's natud environment. However, under more
harsh socio-economic tirnes, growing population, more cornpetitive international markets
and efforts for more development, Dominica must now take proactive and progressive

measures if it hopes to not be regarded as what once was the "Nature Island of the

Caribbean ".

With the endangered Sisserou as a hi@ profile indicator, Dominica must

now start upon a road less traveled to avert firther environmental degradation, and move
toward a sustainably developed hture.

6.4 Conclusion
This chapter concenîrated upon providing a smmary and recomrnendations for
improved MEA implementation. The m e n t proccss being employed in Dominica is far

fiom optimal, and thus many of the potential benefits are not being ceaiized.

With the

advent of increased nwnbers of MEAs and the subsequent res~onsibilitiesand obligations
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under each, Dominica must devise a standard implementation procedure, which will
optimize efficiencyand effdvcness to lead the way to a more sustainably developd
fiture.
In closing, it is important to rdize that most international treaties and agreements

have been inadequate in addressing their intended environmental problem, either in design,
implementation or enforcement (Roodman, 1999).

The institutions have ambitious

mandates in principle, yet often lack the necessary authority or fiinding (Hill pers. corn.,
1999).

However, international negotiating coderences have opened a global dialogue

and created a means to address the current international environmental problems and those
of the future.

With its diminutive sine and l i t e d natural resources base, Dominica must make a
concerted effort to protect its environment. The splendor of Dorninica's nigged natural
environment presents a tremendous opportunity, during a tirne when socio-economic
standards are low. Dominicans should take pride in the great amounts of very dedicated
work that has been invested to allow Dominica to remain the "Nature Island of the
Caribbean ". As they enter the New Millenium, multilateral environmental agreements

have the potentiai to assist Dominicans in their struggle, and transfomi Dominica into a
more sustainably rnanaged nation.
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Appendix 1
Timeüne of Tbesis Development and Completion
Event

Date

1
1

l
( Awarded a University of Manitoba graduate Student FeUowship (deciined)

September 1998 Begin course requinments F
a degree eompleiion
1

Febmary 1999

I

May 1999

une 1999
lune - July 14'

1 Awarded a National Sciences & Engineering Reseacch Council Scholarship
1 Accepted as an OCOD / ClDA International Youth h e m for DoMnica 1
1 Completed the first 3 chaptein. and appointed Conunittee members

July 14'

First Committee Meeting

July 3 1

Departure fôr OCOD Orientation in S t Lucia, West indies

August'7

Depanure h m St. Lucia to The Commonwealth of Dominica, West indies

1 Work on Climate Change Roject aî the ECU in Dominica
Nov.-Jan.

1 Work on Ozone Depihg Substances projecî at the ECU hD o h c a

December 20"

1

1 Represented Domiuica a Regional ODS Meeting in Kingston, Jamaica
1 Work on Biodiversiiy ConsennMn Roject nt ECU in Dominica
1 Departure EiomDomMca to th OCOD Debriefing Session in S t Lucia I
Deparnne fiom S t Lucia to Dominica for a two - month extension assisting
1 the Dominican Govemment with MEA implementationefforts
I

1

Jan.-Apri115U

I

Febmay 7"'
February 12"

I

March 22-28'
April24th
May 19th
October 5"
November 1.

1 November 15.
December 20'

1 Attended the Inter-Amencan Development Bank's Convention in New

1

Orleans. Louisiwas a C d a n National Youth Delegnte

1 Depin h m Domhica to Canada
1 Second Cornminec Meeting
1 CornmitteeFim Thesis DrA Mteting
1 Complete C d Tbesis Draft fôr Defense
1

( Thesis Ddme
I

1 Submit Thesir to U

m o f Manitoûa Ondupre St~dier

1

February ZOO 1

1
I

( Graduate with Muter's d

N d Resources Management
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Appendix II
Country Profile of National Implementing Agencies and Focal Points
1. Anguilla National Trust (ANT)

To best perform its duty of coordimting and implementing MEAs, the ANT
developed a program to increase: a) public awareness, (b) participation by stakeholders at
the community level, (c) institutionai support, and (d) public and private sector sensitivity

to related environmental issues.
2. Bahamas Environmental Science and Tecbnology (BEST)Commission
A primary
MEA implementation in The Bahamas is largely unsatisfactory.
contnbuting factor is the lack of formai legal status of the BEST Commission. Thus,

there is no legal basis for the involvement of BEST in MEA implernentation. This brings
into question the vaiidity of the environmental measwes taken by the Commission.
3. Barbados: Ministry of Envimament I MinWby of International Transport

In Barbados, very little institutional arrangements exist for MEA implementation
outside of the public service.

Therefore, the vast majority of MEAs are administered by

the Ministry of Environment, Energy and Natural Resources.

Additional problems

facing MEA implementation include: lack of resources and lack of appropriate legislation.
4. Guyana: Environmental Protection Agmcy (EPA)

The EPA has been granted the institutional and administrative capacity to manage
Guyana's MEA implementation efforts.
A problem in Guyana, as in much of the
Caribbean, is much of the supporting environmental legislation is outdated, i&omplete,
not enforceable and ditIicuft to monitor.

5. Jamaica: Natural Resources Conservation Authority (NRCA)

The NRCA is the central agency for the implementation of MEAs in Jarnaica, and
has had a relatively successfbl history.

However, for instances where limited resources

serve to threaten the implementation of a M E 4 the NRCA has developed an innovative
technique of delegating management fumions to non-govemmental organizations.
6. Trinidad and Tobago: Environmenîai Management Authority (EMA)

The EMA is the naturd focus for implementing activities of MEAs.

Although,

institutional, administrative and legal work is being perfarmed to provide the EMA with
the necessary resources for the effective implernentation of MEAS.
7. St. Kitts and Nevis: Department of the Environment POE)

Throughout the Caribbean, the National Conservation and Protection Act 1987
(revised in 1996) of St. Kitts and Nevis makes the most explicit provisions for the
articulation of the central environmental agency @OE) into MEA implementation.

The

DOE has been empowered to negotiate environmental treaties, as well implement

activities under these projects.
Source: (Anderson, 1999)
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Appendix III
Contributors to the ODS Phaseout Program

1 Contributor
(k&hael Astaphan
Mr.Aivin Bernard

1 Position

1 Director

Perm. Secretary

Ms. Annie Edwards

Planner

Uinistry of Tourism, Ports & Employment
Physical Planning Division

1 Oper'ns Manager 1 Nationai Development Corporation
1 Director
1 Physicol Planning Division
I

1

Mr.Raphael Francis

1 Dominica Association of lndustry &
I

Dr. Colmore Christian

1 Mr. Michael Faedelle

Orgrrnization

1 Minisay of Finance, Industry & Planning
1 Econornist
1 Chief Statistician 1 Statisticai Division
1

Mrs. Burton

1

Ms. Joan Henry

Health Officer

Ministry of Health & Social Security

Mrs. Jacob

Perm. Secretary

Ministry of Health & Social Security

Mr. Lebad

Customs Official

Customs Division

Mr. Laronde

Attorney General

Ministry of Legal Affairs

Mr. Peter Letang

Comptroller

Customs Division

Mr. Atherton Martin

President

Dominia Hotel & Tourism Association

I
Mr. Earl Williams

1 Director

1 Dominica Coiwrvption Association

1

t

1 bstructor

1 Clifton Dupigny Technical College

Mr. Desmond Willis

Comptroller

Inland Revenue Division

Mr. Boniface Xavier

Env. Health Officer

Environmental Health

Mr. Felix Gregoire

Penn. Secretary

Ministry of Education, Sports & Youth

Appendix IV
Policy Items within the Phase-Out of ODS Policy Draft Document
Policy #

Policy Recommendati~n
Establish a National Focal Point to Coordiite ail Ozone Depleting Substances
Phase-Out Activities related to the Montreal Protocol
Restrict Imports of ODS-using Equipment

Establish a Taxation System that Encourages the Phase-Out of ODS
Reduce Irnport Tariffs on Equipment and Materials for Implementation of
ODS Phase-Out Projects
Reduce import Tariffs on Equipment using ODS-free Technobgy

Establish an Import License and Permit System for ODS and ODS-equipment
Establish a Monitoring System for ODS imports and Consumption
Prohibit New Enterprises from Utilking ODS
Prohibit investments in Building New Plants using ODS
Prohibit Expansion of Existing lndustry Requiring Use of ODS Technology
Certifi Refrigeration Technicians

hplement the Nationai ReFrigeration Technician Training Program, as per the
"Training of Trainers in ûood Refngeration Management Practices"
Workshop

Train Custorns Division, Statistical Division and other Parties involved in the
Collection, Monitoring and Management of ODS Data
Implement a National ODS Recovery and Recycling Project
Embark upon a Public Awsreness Campaign

Appendix V
Convention on Biological Diversity Standard Activity Matrix
ENABLING ACTIVITY

CAPACITYBUILDINC

Source: (üNDP,1997)

X=

Activity Underiaken Witliin Enablig Activities Proposal

NEP =

National Environmentai Profile undertaken in 1991 fiinded by the
USAID, CCA and the Island Rmurce Foundation

NEAP =

National Environmental Action Plan; (1994) ftnded by the World Bank

SDC =

Sustainable Developmait Council(I995-1997) iùnded under the
UNDP 1 Capacity 21 Programme (UNDP, 1997)
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